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Why Lewis can’t crack Nico’s sisu
Ignition / Anthony Rowlinson / 10.15 

A confession: I’ve always been 
a bit of Nico Rosberg fan.

Now I’m well aware that 
the principles of journalistic 
impartiality forbid any such 
allegiance, but I would counter 
that when you work in a sport 
that was once your private 
passion and is now your way of 
life, it’s essential to be able to 
remember what it was that once 

drew you towards it. And it’s here that Nico plays his 
trump card: his dad, Keke, was the first F1 driver who 
really caught my eye as a star-struck teenager. And 
given those indelible memories of a Williams-Honda 
FW10 driven furiously throughout 1985 (with an equally 
feisty Nigel Mansell as team-mate – dear god, what a 
line-up!) it’s little wonder that the exploits of his 
offspring, this month’s cover star, would be of interest.

The first thing that struck me about Nico, when I was 
introduced to him at Williams’ Grove HQ in early 2006, 
was just how bright he was. F1 drivers tend to be pretty 
smart cookies, but this one – phew! Four languages, an 
academic career in engineering lined up had the racing 
not worked out, and a sense that he was constantly, 
coolly, assessing the environment around him. And he’s 
always been quick. In his first race there was a fastest 
lap; in his second he put his FW28 third on the grid. He 
beat team-mate Michael Schumacher to Mercedes’ first 
‘works’ win of the modern era; and he set 11 pole 
positions last season. 

Allied to this there has always been a strong sense 
that Nico was a bit of a fighter. While his in-car style 
may lack some of his father’s throttle-jockey 
flamboyance, and while Nico’s chosen nationality is 
German (he’s of mixed German-Finnish parentage, so 
holds dual nationality), there’s plenty of Finnish sisu in 
his blood. This word doesn’t translate directly into 
English, but it’s seen as one of the defining aspects of 
the Finnish national character: bravery, stoicism, 
determination, resilience. ‘Fighting spirit’, if you like.

It was clearly in evidence at the conclusion of last 
year’s Abu Dhabi championship showdown, when 
Rosberg refused to retire his car, despite an ERS failure 
and creeping electrical gremlins that dropped him out 
of the points. But he’d insisted to his crew “I want to go 
to the end”, and it’s my sneaking suspicion that he’ll do 
just that this year.

As you can read in this month’s cover story (p28) he 
and Lewis Hamilton are incredibly closely matched, and 
while Lewis unquestionably has the edge (at time of 
writing, pre-Italian GP, he leads the championship with 
227 points to Rosberg’s 199) Nico is the man Hamilton 
just can’t put down and it would be no injustice if he did 
find a way to beat Lewis to the 2015 world title.

Have we just made Hamilton champion-elect? 
Indeed so, and if he does beat Rosberg to take title 
number three this year, that would make him only the 
second Briton, after Sir Jackie Stewart, to have done so.

And where might that achievement place him in a 
top-ten of British champions? You’ll have to turn to 
page 40 to find out…
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Spa sparkle  The weather in the Ardennes forest region, through which the 

Circuit de Spa-Francorchamps winds, has a reputation for being, well, fickle. 

But Belgian Grand Prix practice kicked off in brilliant sunshine, adding a dash 

of vibrant colour to Nico Rosberg’s Mercedes

Where  Spa-Francorchamps, Belgium  When  11.05am, Friday 21 August 2015

Photographer  Peter Fox 

Details  Canon EOS-1DX, 200mm lens, 1/125th at F16

Parade





Redemption  Since 2012, any mention of  ‘Romain Grosjean’ and ‘La Source’ in 

the same sentence automatically conjures up images of that accident. But the 

Lotus driver shrugged off those memories, and a tough 18 months for him and 

his team, with a fine drive to claim third place in Belgium 

Where  Spa-Francorchamps, Belgium  When  2.08pm, Sunday 23 August 2015

Photographer  Steven Tee/LAT

Details  Canon EOS-1DX, 8-15mm Fisheye lens, 1/1000th at F5.6

Parade







A welcome result  There are few in the F1 paddock who don’t enjoy 

a trip to Spa, but Red Bull headed to Belgium knowing they might struggle 

due to their Renault power units. Yet that didn’t deter Daniil Kvyat, whose 

tenacious driving was rewarded with a strong fourth-place finish

Where  Spa-Francorchamps, Belgium  When  2.05pm, Friday 21 August 2015

Photographer  Glenn Dunbar/LAT

Details  Canon EOS-1DX, 200mm lens, 1/16th at F2.8

Parade



Button expected to stay on at McLaren
Alonso-rivalling performances and popularity with sponsors make him a shoo-in for a 2016 seat

NEWS           OPINION          ANALYSIS

14 19KIMI RÄIKKÖNEN VETTEL TYRE IRE18JUSTIN WILSON

NEWS

Jenson Button is likely to be retained 

by McLaren as Fernando Alonso’s team-mate 
next season. McLaren have a contractual option 
on 35-year-old Button for 2016, and it was 
understood, as F1 Racing closed for press, that 
McLaren were leaning towards taking it up.

Button has been closely matched with Alonso 
in their first season together, just as he was 
against Lewis Hamilton in their three seasons 
together from 2010-12. With Button still 
performing at a high level, McLaren believe they 
will benefit from keeping him alongside Alonso 
and running two experienced world champions 
for another season.

Button has the added advantage of being 
extremely attractive to McLaren’s sponsors, 
and the Alonso-Button driver line-up gives the 
team more pull in negotiations with potential 
new financial partners than they’d have if they 
promoted one of their young drivers, Kevin 
Magnussen or Stoffel Vandoorne, who have 
lower profiles. This is particularly important 
given that McLaren have not had a title sponsor 
since the end of 2013, and especially considering 
their on-track struggles due to a lack of 
performance from the Honda engine.

Button has raced for McLaren since 2010, but 
his seat for this season – at the expense of 2014 
team-mate Magnussen – was only confirmed 
in December last year following a boardroom 
dispute at McLaren. Chairman Ron Dennis and 
racing director Eric Boullier had decided to 

Button’s retention means McLaren’s young 

drivers, Stoffel Vandoorne (right) and Kevin 

Magnussen (left) are again denied a race seat

to re-negotiate would constitute a breach of 
contract that would render Button free to walk 
away should he so choose.

That could lead to Button moving to another 
team, or leaving F1 altogether. Publicly, Button 
maintains that he has not yet thought about his 
future beyond the end of this season, and that he 
has not yet had discussions with McLaren about 
continuing, or with other teams about joining 
them should he become a free agent. Sources 
close to Button say he wants to remain in F1 – 
but only at McLaren-Honda. 

Williams, the team with whom Button broke 
into Formula 1 in 2000, had expressed an 
interest in him when it still looked possible that 
they might lose Valtteri Bottas to Ferrari. This 
now seems far less likely and they are aiming to 
retain their current line-up of Bottas and Felipe 
Massa for 2016. In any case, Button was not 
keen on moving back to Williams.

There have been various newspaper reports 
claiming that Button might consider a move 
to rallying next, and it’s true that he has long 
considered trying rallycross when his F1 career 
ends. His father, John, who died last year, was 
a big name in the sport in the 1970s. However, 
for Button, this would only be an occasional 
bit of fun. A full-time world rally or rallycross 
programme is not of interest to him.

McLaren are now trying to engineer a 2016 F1 
seat at Manor Marussia for Vandoorne, who is 
dominating the GP2 championship this season. 

retain Magnussen alongside new signing Alonso, 
but shareholder Mansour Ojjeh said he wanted 
to keep hold of Button. Dennis, who has for 
some time been trying to buy out Ojjeh’s 25 per 
cent stake to take overall control of the McLaren 
Group, decided that because he needed to keep 
Ojjeh on-side for business reasons, it was not 
worth rocking the boat over driver choice.

The potential sticking point for Button is most 
likely to be money. The 2009 world champion 
took a pay cut to remain at McLaren for this 
season, and is guaranteed a pay rise in the 
second year of his contract. This could prove 
awkward for McLaren at a time when they are 
suffering a decrease in external sponsorship 
revenues. McLaren would prefer not to pay 
Button the extra money, but sources say that 
they are able to if they have to. 

In many ways, McLaren cannot afford not 
to pay Button the extra money. Any attempt 

12      F1 Racing October 2015
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29.7.15 Singapore GP chiefs reveal

track revisions for this year’s

race, including the widening of

the Turn 13 hairpin to encourage

overtaking 3.8.15 The governor of

Lombardy raises hopes that Monza can

retain the Italian GP, saying he is

close to striking a deal with Bernie

Ecclestone to extend the venue’s

contract beyond 2016 10.8.15 John

Harnden is appointed chairman of the

Austalian Grand Prix Corporation,

taking over from long-time event

chief Ron Walker 19.8.15 Ferrari

sign Kimi Räikkönen to a contract

extension for 2016 21.8.15 Bernie

Ecclestone downplays Monza’s chances

of staying on the calendar beyond

2016, saying he thinks there is “a

good chance” the venue won’t be able

to agree a new deal

23.8.15 Russian GP chiefs say

their event could run as a night

race from 2017, as part of a

contract extension to secure its

place on the calendar until 2025
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This deal will likely involve Manor Marussia 
switching to Honda engines for 2016.

Magnussen’s Formula 1 career, meanwhile, 
is hanging by a thread. Although McLaren were 
sufficiently impressed by him in his maiden 
season last year for them to consider him as a 
strong contender for a race seat this year, a rift 
appears to have developed between him and 
McLaren racing director Eric Boullier, which is 
hampering his chances of staying in his current 
role as reserve driver. 

Magnussen has made it clear he is determined 
to find a race seat somewhere, even if it is not 
in Formula 1, next season. His best hope of 
remaining in F1 is a seat at new team Haas in 
2016. However, there are said to be at least ten 
drivers in contention for the team’s two seats.
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NEWS

Kimi Räikkönen’s Formula 1 career has
been extended by at least one more year after
Ferrari decided to keep him alongside Sebastian
Vettel for the 2016 season.

The decision came after lengthy deliberation
over whether they should drop him due to
inconsistent performances. Ferrari entered 2015
intending to take up their option on Räikkönen
provided he could recover his lost form after
a poor 2014 in which he was comprehensively
outperformed by team-mate Fernando Alonso.

The early signs this season were good.
Räikkönen, who nds it harder than Alonso to
adapt to a car that does not suit him, has been
much happier with the handling of the 2015

QUIZ

1WolfgangvonTrips24384MontjuïcPark5Monaco67th7SanMarinoGP8NicoRosberg9Canada10Ralf11Setfastestlap

12Heinz-HaraldFrentzen,NickHeidfeld,NicoRosberg,RalfSchumacher13314MarkusWinkelhock15March,Brabham,Shadow,ATS

F1 Mastermind
Your chosen specialised subject: the world’s greatest sport

Ferrari will retain Räikkönen for 2016 
Stability is key at the Scuderia 

as they focus on their car

Q1 Who was the fi rst German 

driver to win a grand prix?

Q2 How many times did Michael 

Schumacher win his home GP?

Q3 How many German drivers have 

started more than 100 races?

Q4 Where did Jochen Mass claim 

his sole grand prix victory in 1975?

Q5 In which 1984 race did Stefan 

Bellof claim his sole F1 podium 

fi nish for Tyrrell (the team later had 

their results for that year annulled)?

Q6 In which position did Sebastian 

Vettel qualify his BMW Sauber 

on his Formula 1 debut at the 

2007 US Grand Prix?

Q7 Heinz-Harald Frentzen and Ralf 

Schumacher both claimed their fi rst 

F1 victories in which race?

Q8 Who was the fi rst German 

driver to win a grand prix in a 

German car?

Q9 Michael and Ralf Schumacher 

became the fi rst brothers to claim a 

one-two fi nish in which 2001 race?

Q10 And which of the Schumacher 

brothers fi nished ahead of the other 

in that event?

Q11 What did Nico Rosberg 

become the fi rst German driver to 

do on his Formula 1 debut at the 

2006 Bahrain GP?

Q12 Four German drivers have 

taken podium fi nishes for Williams. 

Who were they?

Q13 How many podium fi nishes 

did Timo Glock score?

Q14 Which German briefl y led their 

sole F1 race, driving for Spyker at 

the 2007 European GP?

Q15 For which four teams did 

Hans-Joachim Stuck drive?
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Like Ricciardo, he was under contract, but 
unlike Red Bull, Williams were willing to sell. 
Ferrari opened discussions with Williams, but 
it became evident that freeing up Bottas would 
cost over $10m. They then noted that 25-year-
old Bottas was not performing as well against 
team-mate Felipe Massa as he had in 2014.

With Sebastian Vettel making it clear he was 
happy with Räikkönen as a team-mate, Ferrari 
decided stability was best at a time when their 
focus is on improving their car to a level where 
they can compete consistently with Mercedes.

Räikkönen said: “I’m very pleased that we 
can be working together next year again. I really 
feel that we are going in the right direction and 
we can do great things in the future.” 

Williams are now almost certain to keep hold 
of Bottas and Massa for a third season. 

GERMAN F1 DRIVERS

He’s still not consistent, but Räikkönen has 

produced some great drives compared to 2014

Ferrari. He performed strongly in the  rst four 
races of the season,  nishing a close second to 
Lewis Hamilton in Bahrain.

Rocky performances in the next few races 
put his position in doubt. His qualifying form 
dipped and there were errors in races, including 
a spin that cost him third place in Canada and 
a  rst-lap collision with Alonso in Austria. This 
prompted Ferrari to issue a public warning 
to Räikkönen to up his game, with chairman 
Sergio Marchionne saying that Räikkönen’s 
future was “in his own hands”.

The team began to consider Daniel Ricciardo 
as their preferred replacement. However, 
extracting Ricciardo from a Red Bull contract 
that runs to the end of 2018 would have 
proved prohibitively expensive. Their second 
choice was Williams racer Valtteri Bottas. 
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Red Bull push hard for 
switch from Renault 
to Mercedes engines
As Red Bull’s poor form continues, it is reported that the

team have given notice to their engine partner Renault

Red Bull are aiming to get out of their 
Renault engine contract as soon as they 
can and switch to Mercedes – possibly as 
early as the start of the 2016 season.

Team principal Christian Horner 
refused to comment on reports that Red 
Bull have issued Renault with a letter 
giving notice of termination of their 
contract, on the basis that Renault have 
failed to meet a performance clause.

Horner said this was “speculation”, and 
said: “We’ve got a contract with Renault 
and I am not going to disclose its contents. 
There are obligations on both parties.”

Even so, Red Bull are believed to be 
keen to secure pace-setting Mercedes 
power units for 2016, although Mercedes 
have made it clear they won’t enter 
talks with Red Bull while the team are 
contracted to Renault. Renault’s deal with 
Red Bull runs until the end of 2016.

Mercedes and Renault work together in 
the road-car marketplace. Each has a  ve 
per cent shareholding in the other, and 
they have collaborated on the new Renault 
Twingo and jointly work on ten projects.

Mercedes F1 boss Toto Wol   said: 
“We will not interfere in an existing 
relationship because legally we don’t do 

this and it is not the way we approach
business. Renault and Daimler go back a
long way with many co-operations. It is
an industrial partnership and until it is
resolved between the two parties we will
not start discussions. It has not reached
that point and the complexity is large.”

Renault are evaluating whether to
continue as an engine supplier, withdraw
from F1 or increase their involvement.
They have considered becoming team
owners and have held talks about buying
Lotus. But at the time of writing, no
conclusion had been reached due to
concern over Lotus’s precarious nances.

At the Belgian Grand Prix, Force India
owner Vijay Mallya revealed he had also
held talks with Renault about a potential
sale of a majority stake in his team.

Red Bull’s options are limited if they
cannot secure Mercedes engines. Honda
are uncompetitive, and McLaren would
likely use their contractual veto over
Honda signing to another team. So Ferrari
are currently the only realistic alternative.
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‘GYAKU’ BANK CURVE

Translated into English, this means ‘opposite bank’. This is 

because the slight banking of the right-hander slopes away 

from the direction of the turn, often upsetting a car’s balance.

DEGNER CURVE

Named after German motorcycle racer Ernst Degner, who 

crashed his 250cc Suzuki bike here in 1963, suffering burns 

that required more than 50 skin grafts. Degner returned to 

the circuit a year later and won the 125cc Japanese GP.

SPOON CURVE

Most of Suzuka’s corners are simply named. First Corner 

doesn’t really need explaining. Nor does Spoon Curve when 

viewed from above and compared to an item of cutlery…

HITACHI AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS CHICANE

Two corners at Suzuka are named after sponsors: the Dunlop 

Curve and the track’s fiddly chicane. Long known as the 

Casio Triangle, it’s currently branded the Hitachi Automotive 

Systems Chicane – a name nearly as clunky as the turn itself. 

110R, 200R AND 130R

You likely know about 130R – Suzuka’s signature high-speed 

left-hander (5). The name is derived from the radius of the 

corner expressed in metres – and 130R is just one of three 

corners at the circuit to follow the same naming convention. 

The other two aren’t nearly as good though.

ON THE 
TURN
Every corner 

tells a story…

No 5 Suzuka

1

2

3,4 & 5

7

6

3

5

6

7

12

4

Red Bull and Renault are in ongoing 

talks over Renault’s future as engine 

supplier to the four-time champions

WHY F1 GOES CRAZY IN JAPAN

turn to page 78
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F1 BANTER

McLaren and Honda have resigned
themselves to making no major performance 
improvements for the rest of the season.

A new power unit with improved combustion 
made its debut at the Belgian GP, but its 
performance disappointed and McLaren 
produced their least competitive qualifying 
result since the Spanish GP in May.

Honda F1 boss Yasuhisa Arai had said that he 
hoped the engine that debuted in Spa would be 
comparable with Ferrari’s. But it remains the 
least competitive engine in F1 by some margin.

Arai insisted the engine had performed as 
expected: “It worked well, but unfortunately 
it did not work e  ectively here because it is a 
very tough circuit.” Spa and Monza expose the 
weaknesses of the Honda engine more than any 
other because cars are raced at full-throttle for 
most of the lap. The team hope the upgrade will 
work better on tracks such as Singapore.

The engine’s biggest problem is its lack of 
hybrid performance. Its ERS is particularly 
weak, and at Spa it was running out of electric 
boost halfway through the 
straights from La Source to Les 
Combes and from Paul Frère to 

Blanchimont. This meant the car was deprived
of 160bhp for a signi  cant portion of the lap. 

In addition to this, the Honda engine is said 
to be 100-150bhp down on the Mercedes when 
running at full power. Add these two de  cits 
together, and it's it is easy to see why McLaren 
were nearly three seconds o   the pace at Spa.

The problem cannot be solved without a 
redesign of the compressor and MGU-H, which 
recovers energy from the turbo. Honda cannot 
introduce that this year because they do not 
have su   cient development tokens.

This lack of performance is causing friction 
between Honda and McLaren to leak into the 
public domain, with Arai stating in Hungary 
that the car itself is also lacking performance.

McLaren racing director Eric Boullier said: 
“We are happy to have Honda as a partner and 
Honda is happy with McLaren so far. Maybe 
we didn’t have the maturity to be performing 
as much as we expected, but we are working 
very hard as a works team and this is very, very 
important for us to be a works team.”

I should warn you right now that if you so much 

as mention the word ‘degradation’, I’m leaving.

Fear not! I bring news of tremendous rancour.

Best not ask Nick Heidfeld to try to pronounce 

that. What word, then?

Sebastian Vettel got himself in a tizzy after 

the race at Spa, reckoning he could have been 

killed after his right-rear tyre blew out with the 

chequered fl ag almost within sight. He is putting 

the blame for the incident squarely on Pirelli.

I do wish we lived in a culture of responsibility 

not blame. What’s his beef?

Well, after Nico Rosberg had a blow-out in 

practice, Pirelli said his tyre had picked up a cut 

somewhere.

Sounds reasonable. People do leave stuff lying 

around. I nearly had to have a piece of Lego 

surgically removed from my foot last week.

As for Sebastian, Pirelli reckoned that his tyre 

simply wore out because the Ferrari was on a 

one-stop strategy, and they pointed out that in 

the past they’ve proposed formal limits on the 

number of laps you can run with one set of tyres 

– but that was rejected.

Bet he didn’t take that lying down.

Yep, post-race, he ranted into various microphones 

about the iniquity of it all. “But what’s the answer? 

Same as every time: ‘Yeah, there was a cut, debris, 

maybe something was wrong with the bodywork, 

maybe the driver went wide,’ – bullshit.” 

Oooh! Handbags. But did my own eyes deceive 

me, or did young Seb put all four wheels over 

the white line at Raidillon at least once? 

You could suggest that via the comments section 

of his personal website, if it had one. 

Why so?

He used his site to issue a statement softening 

his stance, saying: “We need to talk to each other 

as it can’t happen without prior notice.” 

What’s he suggesting? A tyre that goes ding 

ding at a useful interval before it goes bang?

I’d patent that!

Do say Aye, there’s the rub(ber)

Don’t say The fi rst cut is the deepest

Name Tyre

Age 169 years

Appearance 

Ubiquitous vulcanised 

ring of contention

PASSNOTES
Your essential F1 briefi ng 
#19 Tyres
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NEWS

Having used up all their development tokens, and with their new 

PU failing to boost performance, the rest of their year looks grim  

McLaren-Honda
resigned to struggle

Out of luck: McLaren-Honda's poor performance is likely to 

continue for the rest of 2015 due to issues with their MGU-H



NEWS

Teams are still trying to decide
on the detailed concept for the new
rules to produce F1 cars in 2017.
The basic concept remains the

same, and should create cars that
are ve seconds a lap faster due to
being made wider, with wider tyres.
They will also be less sensitive to
turbulence in the wake of another
car, so will be easier to race with.
But the sport’s leading engineers

are wrestling with the detail, and
time is running out to nalise the
rules before the end of this season.
After that point, any decisions
will be much harder because the
unanimous agreement of all
the teams will be required.
Pirelli have responded to a

call for wider rear tyres from the
Strategy Group of leading teams,
Bernie Ecclestone and the FIA. This
has led to the idea of putting the
current 15-inch wide rear tyres on
the front, and producing even wider
rears. This would prompt another
look at the car’s design concept.

Faster, wider cars with wider tyres have been

agreed, but detailed changes have led to dispute

Complicating the process is
the as-yet-undecided tyre tender
process – Bernie Ecclestone has not
nalised his decision on whether to
appoint Pirelli or Michelin as F1’s
tyre supplier from 2017 onwards.
Points now agreed include

widening the track to two metres,
widening the front wing, reducing
minimum weight and lowering
the car by 10mm by removing the
under oor plank. This will boost
the proportion of total downforce of
the car provided by the underbody.
There are concerns in some

quarters as to whether the major
changes are necessary. One leading
engineer points to the grands prix
in Britain and Hungary this year as
evidence that all that is required to
produce an entertaining race is a
rst-corner mix-up.
There is also the issue that any

major rule change tends to spread
the eld as the bigger teams can
apply more resources to solving new
problems created. It is even possible

that the changes
could be abandoned
altogether.

Bernie Ecclestone still hasn’t decided whether to

retain Pirelli as F1 tyre supplier for 2017 onwards

COLUMN

MOTOR
MOUTH
What we’re talking about 

at F1 Racing Towers
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KIMI CARRIES ON
Ferrari’s decision to retain Kimi Räikkönen for 2016

was the big story heading into the Belgian GP, and it got

a positive reaction from followers of our Twitter account

(@F1Racing_mag). In an entirely unscientific survey, 66.6

per cent of respondents gave the decision a thumbs-up.

Craig Hamilton (@hamlyn_greg) said: “Great news.

Too early to write off such a talented driver.” Mark Reese

(@the_real_reesey) added: “Good for fans, good for Kimi

and Seb, and good for Ferrari. We all know he’s past his

best, but he still does a job for them.”

Others wanted to see a younger driver in the car. Matt

Bailey-Smith (@mattbaileysmith) said: “Can’t help being a

little surprised, thought Bottas looked a sound bet. Kimi’s

not looked on it.” Angie (@Girlracer1976) responded:

“I think they are holding out for someone in a year’s

time… maybe Ricciardo, so don’t want to sign Bottas or

Hülkenberg on a longer deal.”

James Attwood

Teams continue to 
wrestle with 2017 
rules revamp

BIKE VERSUS MERC

Planes, trains and automobiles… these are obviously 

the more conventional means of transport for the itinerant 

Formula 1 massive en route to the Belgian Grand Prix. 

But the proximity of the sport’s greatest circuit to the 

port towns of northern France (Dieppe, Calais, Caen) – 

around 200 miles – makes alternative itineraries eminently 

feasible. Such as London-Brussels by Eurostar, then 

Brussels-Spa by bike. 

I opted for this latter route out to Belgium and back, 

and my door-to-door journey from the circuit in Spa to my 

home in Brighton took me just less than 11 hours. Associate 

editor James Roberts travelled home to Littlehampton, 

also situated on the south coast of England, via Mercedes 

S-class, an abortive Channel crossing on Le Shuttle, 

then the Dieppe-Newhaven ferry. His total journey time? 

Fourteen hours. Go fi gure.

Anthony Rowlinson

Bike: the quickest means 

of doing Brussels-Spa

Kimi: staying put at Ferrari 

to the delight of Twitter
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as 1989 in karting and remember his smile was 
infectious, such a lovely guy.” 

After an impressive karting career, Wilson 
battled his way up,  ghting a perception that 
his height – he was 6ft 4in – meant he could 
not succeed in single-seaters. After winning 
the Formula Palmer Audi title, he earned the 
backing of former F1 racer Jonathan Palmer, 
who secured him an F3000 drive and established 
an innovative funding scheme to help him.

He dominated the 2001 F3000 championship, 
scoring nearly twice as many points as runner-
up Mark Webber, but despite impressing in a 
test for Jordan he was unable to  nd an F1 seat. 
He had a deal set up to race a Minardi in 2002, 
but couldn’t  t in the car. The team were so 
impressed that they ensured their 2003 machine 
was designed to accommodate Wilson’s frame.

Wilson impressed, outshining veteran team-
mate Jos Verstappen and earning a promotion to 
Jaguar Racing for the  nal  ve races of the year. 
He claimed an eighth-place points  nish at the 
US GP, but was sidelined when the team took on 
Red Bull-backed Christian Klien for 2004.

Wilson switched his focus to the US, 
establishing himself as a force in CART and, 
later, the IndyCar Series. Despite spending much 
of his career with smaller teams, he scored seven 
wins in the two open-wheel series. He secured 
a limited deal with top IndyCar team Andretti 
Autosport this season, and was in contention for 
a 2016 drive with the squad.

He is survived by his parents, wife, brother 
and two daughters. 
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OBITUARY

Justin Wilson
1978-2015
Former F1 racer dies following 

IndyCar incident in Pennsylvania

British racing driver Justin Wilson, who 
raced in F1 for Minardi and Jaguar in 2003, 
has died after being struck by debris during an 
IndyCar Series race. He was 37.

The She   eld-born racer su  ered serious head 
injuries after being hit by the nose section of rival 
Sage Karam’s car, which broke loose after Karam  
crashed into the wall on the 2.5-mile Pocono 
Raceway. Wilson was transported to hospital in 
a coma, and died the following day.

His family released a statement that said: 
“With deep sadness, the parents of Justin 
Wilson, Keith and Lynne, his wife Julia, and 
his brother Stefan share the news that Justin 
passed away today after succumbing to injuries 
su  ered during the Verizon IndyCar event at 
Pocono Raceway on Sunday, August 23. Justin 
was a loving father and devoted husband, as well 
as a highly competitive racing driver who was 
respected by his peers.”

Jenson Button was one of many to pay tribute. 
He wrote on Twitter: “Justin Wilson was a great 
person and racing driver. My thoughts are with 
his family, RIP. I raced with Justin as far back 

in privately entered Cooper and Brabham 
chassis in 1966-67. Having retired from racing 
following the death of his friend Jo Schlesser 
in 1968, Ligier set up as a road- and racing-car 
constructor. The  rm moved into F1 in 1976 
after Ligier bought the assets of Matra Sports, 
with Jacques La   te claiming their  rst win in 
the Matra-powered JS7 in Sweden in 1977.

Ligier enjoyed success in 1979, when La   te 
won the frst two races in the Cosworth-
powered JS11. But they were unable to match 
the development of their rivals, falling to third 
in the constructors’ standings. More wins 
followed in 1980-81, but despite considerable 
backing from the French government and 
 rms such as Elf and Gitanes, the team began 

to fade from prominence.
Ligier sold up in 1992, moving into the 

fertiliser industry. His team claimed a  nal win 
at Monaco in 1996, their  nal season.

Guy Ligier, who died on 23 August 2015,
enjoyed a brief career as an F1 racer, but is 
better known as a constructor. His eponymous 
team took nine races win from 1976-96.

Vichy-born, Ligier worked as a butcher 
before making his fortune in construction, 
primarily from the French motorway system. 
He played for the French national rugby B 
team before a career-ending injury. 

His racing career started with bikes. He 
then switched to cars, competing in 12 GPs 

Guy Ligier
1930-2015
Former owner of French F1 

team Ligier dies aged 85

OBITUARY
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NEWS IN BRIEF

Drivers have raised concerns about tyre
safety in the wake of a series of rubber-related 
incidents at the Belgian Grand Prix.

Ferrari’s Sebastian Vettel launched an angry 
tirade at Pirelli following his 200mph tyre blow-
out on the penultimate lap of the race, which cost 
him third place. “Things like that are not allowed 
to happen,” Vettel said. “Full stop. If it happens 
200 metres earlier, I’m not standing here now.”

Vettel’s remarks followed a weekend in 
which Mercedes driver Nico Rosberg su  ered a 
190mph blow-out in practice. In the wake of that 
incident, Vettel, Lewis Hamilton and Fernando 
Alonso were among drivers who expressed their 
concerns to F1 race director Charlie Whiting. 

Pirelli blamed Rosberg’s tyre failure on a cut 
in the tread. Vettel referred to this witheringly 
after the race: “But what’s the answer? Same as 
every time: ‘Yeah, there was a cut, debris, maybe 
something was wrong with the bodywork, maybe 
the driver went wide,’ – bullshit. If Nico tells us 
that he didn’t go o   the track, he didn’t go o   
the track. Why should he lie to us? It is the same 
with me, I didn’t go o   the track and out of the 
blue the tyre exploded.”

Vettel, who had been on a one-stop strategy,
said to Pirelli motorsport director Paul Hembery 
after the race: “Forty laps, you told us.” This 
refers to the recommended maximum tyre life, 
the fact Vettel’s tyre failed on his 29th lap, and the 
fact that Pirelli gave Ferrari no warning of risk.

Pirelli blamed the failure on wear. Engineers 
from other teams said this was “surprising” since 
there was no major performance drop of the sort 
that usually accompanies excessive wear.

Pirelli later issued a statement, saying that in 
2013 they’d suggested maximum tyre-life limits 
for the tyres of 50 per cent of race distance for the 
prime (medium) and 30 per cent for the option 
(soft), but that the limits were “not accepted”. 

Had these limits been in place in Spa, Vettel’s 
tyre failure would not have happened. This 
would not, however, explain Rosberg's accident.  

The FIA was due to meet with Pirelli after 
F1 Racing closed to press to try to reach some 
kind of resolution to the matter.  

GUTIÉRREZ LINKED TO NEW HAAS TEAM

Former Sauber racer Esteban Gutiérrez is 

close to securing a drive with the new Haas 

F1 team for 2016. The Mexican is a Ferrari 

reserve driver, making him an obvious choice 

for Haas, who have very close links with 

the Scuderia. The team are also said to be 

seeking a more experienced driver, and have 

a shortlist of at least ten of them.

FIA REJECTS FURTHER NEW TEAMS

Two teams have been unsuccessful in their 

bids to join the F1 grid in 2016 or 2017. The 

FIA recently called for hopefuls to submit their 

interest, but the two applications received did 

not pass the FIA’s ‘comprehensive diligence 

processes’. The identity of these prospective 

teams has not been made public.

NEWS

Vettel enraged by 
Pirelli tyre failure in Spa
The Ferrari driver and Mercedes’ Nico Rosberg both suffered 

blow-outs in Belgium, creating widespread concern among teams

Vettel’s devastating right-rear tyre blow-out, 

while travelling at 200mph on his penultimate 

lap at Spa, cost him third place (more on p104)
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MANOR MARUSSIA SCRAP NEW CAR

Struggling Manor Marussia have abandoned 

plans to introduce a new car this season. The 

backmarkers, who are campaigning with a 

2014 car modifi ed to meet the 2015 safety 

regulations, calculated that it would cost them 

£9million to introduce the new chassis. 

LOTUS-PIC CONTRACT ROW

The Lotus team’s equipment was impounded 

after the Belgian Grand Prix by bailiffs acting 

for lawyers representing their former reserve 

driver Charles Pic. Pic is claiming breach of 

contract on the basis that the team did not 

give him as much time in the car as agreed. 

As F1 Racing closed for press, the team were 

hoping to reach a settlement that would allow 

them to race at the Italian Grand Prix.



Pat Symonds explains
THE SCIENCE BEHIND…

in the race for reasons of reliability. The energy 
store is a slightly more complex matter because 
it can be thought of as being analogous to a fuel 
tank that we can empty and re  ll several times 
during the course of the race. While much of 
the management of this system is automatic, 
there are still times when the engineers want to 
manage energy consumption in a particular way, 
and hence will advise the driver on recovery and 
discharge settings.

What is the difference between the fuel-fl ow 

limit and the total fuel allowed for the race?

In simple terms, the maximum fuel  ow of 100 
litres per hour limits the maximum power from 
the internal combustion engine, while the race 
fuel limit, of 100kg limits the average power 
of the engine. If we didn’t have the fuel-  ow 
limit the engines could produce much more 
power. But, of course, if they used that power 

Hybrids

otherwise be wasted in the exhaust by producing 
electrical energy for storage and release as and 
when needed.

Why did F1 move in this direction?

It is important that F1 keeps up with the issues 
of the day to remain relevant. At the time these 
power units were conceived, the automobile 
industry was focused on legislation that 
forced it to reduce the tailpipe CO2 emissions 
of its products. There was also no hint of the 
worldwide recession that was about to hit. 
It seemed at the time that a more complex 
(but more expensive) engine was a good way 
forward and that to ignore the groundswell of 
climate change opinion could ha7ve serious 
consequences for the business of F1, with 
sponsors and fans alike potentially turning their 
backs on an outmoded sport. 

There have been many complaints about cost. 

Are these engines expensive?

Yes they are. They are signi  cantly more 
complex and while they may have fewer pistons 
and valves, the addition of the turbocharger 
and compressor, as well as the much more 
sophisticated fuel-injection system and electrical 
parts, has pushed up the unit production costs 
from around £220,000 to closer to £550,000. 
On the other hand, we now use half the number 
of engines in a season.

It seems the engineers have to help the drivers 

with managing the power unit. Why is this?

Contrary to popular opinion, we have never run 
engines  at-out in F1. We have always had to 
manage fuel because the most e   cient way to 
race was generally to keep down the startline fuel 
mass. To do this, we estimated the pace of the 
race and determined when we could save fuel. 
We still do this today, but with the added burden 
that at a few circuits we are carrying slightly 
less than the optimum fuel load. We have also 
always needed to conserve some performance P
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F1 TECH

There’s lot of talk in F1 now of ‘power units’ and 

‘hybrids’. What happened to ‘engines’ and ‘KERS’?

In 2006 it was decided that the 2.4-litre V8 F1 
engine could be improved in the future by adding 
a system to allow the car to recover energy under 
braking, and then use that recovered energy to 
boost acceleration. 

While the technology allowed was quite free, 
all teams chose to use a system whereby an 
electric motor/generator unit (MGU) was geared 
onto the engine crankshaft. This unit acted as a 
generator under braking, producing electricity 
that was stored in a battery. When additional 
acceleration was required, the unit acted as a 
motor and used the electrical energy previously 
stored. This was called the Kinetic Energy 
Recovery System (KERS), and it lowered lap 
times by around 0.3 seconds.

By the time KERS came into use, the FIA 
and the engine manufacturers were already 
discussing the next generation of engine. This 
was to have a more powerful electric motor 
system and a downsized turbo engine with direct 
fuel injection. As the electrical part of the system 
was to produce a substantial part of the total 
power, it was felt that the term ‘power unit’ was 
more appropriate, because it highlighted the fact 
that the power was not coming from an internal 
combustion engine alone. In full, the system is 
known as a hybrid power unit, with the word 
hybrid suggesting a mix of the two elements.

Are these hybrids the same as the hybrids we 

see on the road?

They are not the same as the ones you see on the 
road today, but they certainly use technology 
that you will see on the road in the future. The 
biggest di  erence between an F1 hybrid and 
a current road-car hybrid is that the F1 power 
unit has an additional MGU attached to the 
turbocharger. This has a double bene  t: when 
acting as a motor it can keep up the turbocharger 
speed to eliminate turbo lag, and when acting 
as a generator it can harvest energy that would 
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continuously they would not complete the race
distance using just 100kg.

What is meant by 'lift and coast'?

There are many ways to save fuel, but each has a
detrimental e ect on lap time. The most e cient
way to save fuel with least e ect on lap time is
to lift o the throttle and allow the car to coast
for a moment before applying the brakes for a
corner so that the aerodynamic drag and engine

pumping losses scrub o some speed. Of course,
the MGU is also harvesting energy at this time,
which not only adds to the speed reduction but
charges the battery. This technique is called ‘lift
and coast’.

Why are these new engines so much quieter than

their predecessors?

Noise is a perception based on both sound
intensity (measured in decibels) and tonal

quality. The old V8 engines produced a very
high frequency sound because they attained
very high rpm. The new hybrid engines not only
run signi cantly slower but, as they have six
cylinders as opposed to eight, at any given engine
speed they re at only three-quarters of the rate
of a V8. The new generation of power units are
also turbocharged. The turbocharger works by
extracting energy from the exhaust gases, some
of which would have been dissipated as noise
and so a further reduction of sound intensity
occurs because of this.

We are told the power units are very efficient.

How can you quantify this?

Because we can now run a race with the same
power we had in 2013, but we use only two-thirds
of the fuel – and bear inmind that an F1 car runs
with a lot of wide-open throttle, which is not the
most e cient operatingmode for an engine.

Hybrids seem quieter than their predecessors because their lower rpm means a lower-frequency sound

The hybrid power unit is 

a more complicated beast 

than the V8s of old, featuring 

a turbocharger and energy 

recovery systems 
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Authority, wit and intelligence

from the voice of F1Racing

PETER WINDSORPETER WINDSOR

Time passes; hues change.

So this, for me, is how it was in 1975, 40
years ago: Ferrari dominated the F1 world
championship with Niki Lauda. I remember
Niki at Monza in ’75, straddling a Benelli 750,
on the eve of his championship win. The buck-
toothed grin was thrown at anyone who asked
about forthcoming tactics. In a quiet moment
before practice, though, when I chatted to him
in the car park, even Lauda admitted to feeling
vulnerable: “Ferrari always blame something
or someone when they lose. First they blame
the driver, then the tyres, and nally, with
di culty, they blame themselves. So I’m trying
to be as relaxed as possible. I know the pressure
of the championship may cause the team to
make mistakes. My job is to remain relaxed.”

I recall Ferrari testing for ve days at Monza
in the build-up to the critical race: Goodyear
construction comparisons. Anti-squat. Exhaust
cluster shapes. Mixtures. A new cylinder head.
Nothing was left to chance. Niki duly nished
third on the Sunday, ahead of the only man
who could have beaten him to the title
– Carlos Reutemann.

We stayed on in Italy, of course, for Enzo
Ferrari’s celebratory press conference in
Maranello on the Tuesday afterwards.
Il Commendatore, in his customary suit,

“I drove to Watkins Glen; the leaves had turned 

to gold; the roads were pretty much deserted”

tie and dark glasses, penned notes in the 
immortal purple ink. Luca di Montezemolo, 
his young team manager, sat on his far 
right; Franco Gozzi, the evergreen Ferrari 
PR manager, sat on his left. I’d heard about 
those new cylinder heads and thus asked 
Enzo for con  rmation. “We took advantage 
of Ingegnere Rocchi [Ferrari’s engine chief] 
being on holiday,” he said, straight-faced. 
“We tried the new engines when he wasn’t 
looking and they worked very well…”

Nigel Roebuck and I celebrated Ferrari’s 
resurgence in 1975 by inviting Chris Amon 
up to Oulton Park to re-acquaint himself 
with the delectable, Mauro Forghieri-
designed 1967 Ferrari 330 P4 sportscar. We 

drove laps with Chris on a deserted, leafy 
circuit. Ten years before, Chris had driven 
brilliantly to win the Martini Trophy at 
Silverstone from the back of the grid in the 
works McLaren Elva Oldsmobile. A McLaren 
career had seemed likely, but in late 1966 
Chris accepted an o  er to drive in both 
sportscars and F1 for Ferrari. The  rst car he 
ever raced for them was the 330 P4. He won 
with it at Daytona and then again at Monza, 
sharing with Lorenzo Bandini.

Now here we were with the 330 P4 – and 
with Chris Amon. “Amon was quickly into 
his overalls,” I wrote later. “Ensconced in the 
larger of the two seats in the P4, it took him 
a moment or two to familiarise himself with 
switches and controls that once he operated 
habitually. Fuel pump on, a churn of the 
starter motor… and the V12 rasped into life. 
Kneeling down beside the car, Nigel switched 
his tape recorder from ‘voice’ to ‘music’…”

I remember sliding around a bit in the 
other ‘seat’, for there were no belts (as in 
1967). I wedged myself in as best I could 
between the battery and the fuel pannier 
tanks. Chris laughed when I commented on 
the relatively plush upholstery on his side of 
the car. “Forghieri always reckoned the seat 
covers were  reproof but one day one of the 

  RACER’S
EDGE

Golden memories 
from a golden year

mechanics dropped a cigarette and the thing 
went up in smoke…”

From where I sat, there was no bu  eting; 
the ride was silky-smooth. I remember Chris’s 
knife-through-butter (right-hand) gear 
changes, his feet dancing on the pedals as he 
heel-and-toed down through the gears. The 
back end broke loose once or twice, but did 
so with gilt-edged invitation. Chris adopted 
his trademark oversteer poise, balancing the 
ensuing drift with throttle, deft  ngertips and 
pin-sharp judgment. 

We chatted later, when the pulse rate was 
lower. “I took it up to 8,000, which is where 
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we ran them in ’67, and it was so smooth,”
enthused Chris. “The cornering forces on the
slow corners don’t feel much di erent to a
modern car’s but on the quicker parts, like
Clay Hill, it was beginning to get a bit light,
which is something you’d never get with wings.”
I ew PanAm to New York, climbed the

Empire State Building, then drove up to
Watkins Glen for the nal round of the 1975
championship. The leaves had turned to gold;
the roads upstate were pretty much deserted.
John Glover, of Champion Spark Plugs, and
I cruised at whatever pace we chose; the
police were nowhere to be seen. I ate at the

Glen Motor Inn, sharing a table with Carlos
Reutemann, Eoin Young and Rob Walker. The
talk was of CanAm; of the day’s golf scores; and
of Carlos’s a ection for John Deere tractors.
Afterwards, I drove through the night to my
hotel in Corning, my automatic Chev throwing
up plumes of dust on the unsealed roads. I was
in a di erent universe. In that crisp moonlight,
elated by the evening, everything – suddenly
and strangely – seemed connected.
I asked Niki, as he sat in the Ferrari pit

on Friday morning, how it felt to be world
champion. “As a person, no di erent,” he said,
shrugging his shoulders. “I feel a void as a

driver. I’ve been working, working, working
towards a goal for so long now. But now I’m
there and there’s nothing to work for. I can’t
wait for next year…”
‘Next year’, even in late 1975, seemed an age

away but quickly it arrived, as the seasons do
in Formula 1 life. Tyrrell went on to produce
a six-wheeler, Ferrari made a revised car with
De Dion rear suspension. Niki was very nearly
killed at the Nürburgring. James Hunt became
world champion.
And 1975, just like that, became the past.

Except it wasn’t; not for me. All that’s happened
is still visible with every passing day.

The year was 1975: Niki Lauda took the championship for Ferrari, saying “I’ve been working, working, working towards a goal for so long now. But now I’m there 

and there’s nothing to work for” (above); Chris Amon was reunited with the Ferrari 330 P4 at Oulton Park, with Peter Windsor in the passenger seat (below)
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Cockpit savvy from the 1996

world champ, exclusively in F1R

KING
HILL

DAMON HILL

What it is about October and Russia,
I don’t know, but there is undeniably a strange
a nity. Remember the lm The Hunt for
Red October? Before that was the October
Revolution of 1917, which established the
Soviet Union. And on 1 October 1939 Churchill
famously described Russia as “a riddle,
wrapped in a mystery, inside an enigma”. So
it seems a perfect month to hold the Russian
Grand Prix. Churchill might also have added
the word ‘contrary’, since it seems that when
the West wants to zig, Russia wants to zag.

But this does not concern us. We are F1 and
we will race whatever the political weather.
Yet if you wanted to highlight these ideological
di erences, what better way than to do the
Pepski Challenge and have back-to-back
Russian and US Grands Prix?

Apparently recession-proof, crisis-proof,
politics-proof and sanctions-proof, F1 hops
from country to country, bringing its unique
take on how life should be lived. I’m always
amazed, always ba ed, always shocked that
it should have this immunity, this passport to
anywhere, anytime. It compels me to ask if F1
is not ‘The Most Powerful Show on Earth’?

Last year the F1 carnival landed in Sochi for
the rst time, much to the bemusement of the

locals. You get used to European reactions
to the F1 circus coming to town, but with the
expansion of the brand across the globe and
crossing cultural and political boundaries, we
are increasingly arriving in new territories
with a small nucleus of keen fans in a sea of
curiosity bordering on indi erence.

“No matter,” they will say. “This is a global
sport and we need to venture into new
markets and tap into the vast potential just
beneath the surface.” That may be so, but is
there not a danger of appearing to be selling
indulgences? Proclaiming political neutrality
is a nice idea, but everything is politics and
sporting spectaculars have long been the most

coveted political devices of power.
In the UK, Silverstone gets

limited support from the
government, despite bearing
the nancial risk for providing
a national sporting event. This
means Formula One Management
have to decide how important
the British GP is to the overall
success of F1, because they will not
get the greater sanction fee some
nations are prepared to deliver for
the kudos that F1 bestows.

But you could convincingly
argue that Silverstone (I’m
sure this applies to Monza, too)
produces more revenue for the
group than all the new venues put together.
Not only was it the rst F1 grand prix venue,
giving tangible reality to the whole concept, but
it provides a promotional boost to F1 each time
the UK’s vast army of fans show up to support
the race with their undying enthusiasm and
goodwill. Could it be that other countries’
political leaders are inspired by these scenes of
jubilation and fancy a bit of that kind of love?

Which made me think: could F1 change the
course of history by arousing anger towards
a leader for ostentatiously aunting his
privileges? Or, by increasing support, enable

him to secure a second, third or ninth term? 
Naturally, I raise this question for female 
political leaders, too. Angela, get the German 
GP back on the calendar! You’ll be in power 
for two more terms. Alternatively, the political 
backlash will nish you o  . Your call, gal!

Last year it was rumoured that Putin would 
turn up to Sochi, and he didn’t disappoint. 
Everyone was on edge. I was advised by one 
paddock sage not to accidentally get in a photo 
with him because the CIA and the Russian 
secret service would check out everyone in 
the photo. This was high paranoia. Wasn’t it?

But none of that seemed to bother Bernie 
and Jean Todt one little bit, as they cuddled 
up to him in the grandstand overlooking the 

“That old political neutrality card can
come in handy when you need to race…”

Bernie Ecclestone rubs shoulders with Russian president 

Vladimir Putin at Sochi’s inaugural grand prix in 2014

start, having a joke, and looking relaxed and in 
power heaven. That old political neutrality card 
can come in handy when you need to race.

So we go from Russia to their ideological 
opposite, the USA. If you had to get more 
American than America, you’d struggle to beat 
Texas. Yet despite being ‘deep in the heart’, 
Austin, host city for the US GP since 2012, 
is no ordinary Texan town. It bubbles with 
rebellious youth culture.

Austin is a party town and prides itself on its 
slogan ‘Keep Austin Weird’. It’s a liberal 
redoubt against conservative Texan politics: 
this is the home of the Bush clan, after all, and 
Governor Rick Perry’s politics are probably 
closer to those of Putin than he cares to admit. 
But maybe I should stay neutral on politics, 
seein’ I’m in F1 ’n’ all?  

MON HILL

A tale of 
two countries

OF 
THE 
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The stories F1’s bigwigs

would rather you didn’t know…

DIETER RENCKEN

That Red Bull Racing and Renault
are heading for a split has been patently
obvious ever since their rst hybrid car, the
RB10, turned a wheel during Jerez testing in
February last year. At the time, few within a
partnership cemented by eight world titles
in half as many years realised precisely how
recalcitrant Renault’s power units were, nor
the steepness of the challenge that lay ahead.

Back then, both sides made cooing noises
and spoke of software interfaces being the
root cause, but, as the season progressed, so
it became clear that a totally new power unit
was required – a route outlawed by the engine
homologation regulations Renault and Red
Bull had agreed to. Thus, unless Renault pulls
o a miraculous recovery against all the odds
(and at very high costs), the immediate future
outlook for both appears challenging.

True, last year delivered three (somewhat
fortuitous) victories, but between those bright
spots, both this season and last have been
marked by each side pointing out the cracks
and then papering over them by reminding
us that they are contractually bound together
until the end of 2016.

While this may be accurate, it has not
prevented F1 folk from speculating about a

Red Bull/Renault divorce, instead of allowing
the agreement to run its full course – ‘for the
sake of the kids’, so to speak. Red Bull have
form in that regard: they e ectively annulled
their former engine contract with Ferrari to
gain Renault power for 2007, by shunting
their Italian units towards sister operation
Toro Rosso.

The big question, then, is: what power
unitswill Red Bull (and Toro Rosso) run in
2016-17? Unless Red Bull owner Dietrich
Mateschitz authorises an in-house engine
project – unlikely since he recently suggested
he would rather exit F1 than go that route
– the two main options are either a return

to Ferrari, or a deal with Mercedes, on either
a shared or split basis. A third possibility has
also been mooted: Red Bull takes one of the
above options; Toro Rosso goes with Honda.

Already Red Bull are ratcheting up the
pressure by alluding to their priority status
as ‘works team’ whenever Renault’s future
team ownership plans are discussed. This
is intended to remind Renault that they are
not permitted to prioritise any other team
above Red Bull under the terms of the current
contract. This would put Renault in an
untenable position, were they to proceed with
their widely rumoured plan to purchase the
Lotus F1 team in the near future.

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of
these manoeuvres over motors is the behind-

the-scenes politicking for the gold-standard 
Mercedes PU106B hybrid. When F1 Racing’s 
sister publications Autosport and Autocar 
broke the news that Red Bull were angling for 
Mercedes engines (via a livery deal with Aston 
Martin, of which Mercedes holds a ve per cent 
share, granted in return for an AMG engine 
supply arrangement), the Silverstone paddock 
was astounded.

Such an airbox/sidepod ‘badging deal’, 
is another area that is familiar to Red
Bull, since they entered into just such an 
arrangement with Renault/Nissan alliance 
brand In niti. The deal enables the Japanese 
luxury brand to be seen to be taking on 
Mercedes for (allegedly) the cost of engine 
supply only. That deal was brokered by the 
very management team now installed at 
Aston, who are keen to be involved “in any 
conversation where Ferrari are mentioned…”

While Mercedes initially shrugged o   the 
reports, a fortnight later, Mercedes motorsport 
chief Toto Wol spoke of “considering all 
options” and “leaving doors open”. Autocar
then published renderings of a future AMG-
powered Aston Martin road-going supercar 
– to be designed and built in conjunction with 
Red Bull Technologies.

As Formula 1 prepared for action at the 
Belgian Grand Prix, Wol admitted to being 
in two minds over what had become a distinct 
possibility – with or without Aston war paint – 
adding that: “It’s not really ideal to strengthen 
a competitor who knows how to build winning 
cars.” Asked to comment in Hungary, Red Bull 
team principal Christian Horner said only that 
he expected to have greater clarity after the 
summer break.

Clearly in the interim something had 
happened on the top oor of Daimler-Benz’s 
palace in Stuttgart, with insiders suggesting 
that Andy Palmer, In niti-executive-turned-
Aston-CEO, had called Dieter Zetsche, head 
of Mercedes-Benz Cars, to apply pressure.

Whether the sight of Red Bull’s team(s) 
bedecked in three-pointed stars comes to pass 
depends on myriad factors, but the saga proves 
that no matter how much F1 fancies itself as 
living in an insulated bubble, that bubble exists 
within a very real world.

“Red Bull’s twomain options are either a
return to Ferrari, or a deal with Mercedes”

If Red Bull and Renault are unable to mend their

relationship, Red Bull may pursue Mercedes power

POWER
PLAY

DIETER RENCKEN

Red Bull’s quest 
for engine options
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The
engine’s
running.

A limousine parks directly in front of the doors
of the executive jet terminal in Zürich. The driver
waits patiently for an incoming private plane en
route from Nice. Aside from the crew, the only
occupant onboard is a subdued Nico Rosberg.
He’s own from the Cathédrale Sainte Réparat
where he and his fellow drivers have been paying
their respects at the funeral of Jules Bianchi.

He climbs quietly into the back of our car,
still struggling to come to terms with the death
of one of his fellow racers. “Very intense, very
emotional,” he o ers as the sleek black Mercedes
peels into the city tra c.

His father, Keke, raced in an era where death
at the wheel was commonplace; did he have any
advice for dealing with this tragedy?

“We’ve spoken only a little,” says Nico. “He
talked of his friend Elio de Angelis [who was

killed in a testing accident in 1986] and he said
he did not go to the funeral because he wouldn’t
have been able to continue driving if he had.”

We’re heading to the Dolder Grand Hotel,
a ve-star residence resembling a fairytale castle,
which overlooks Lake Zürich. It’s a rare chance
to catch up with Nico, before F1’s summer break
and just ahead of the birth of his rst child.

Although several more races will have taken
place by the time this interview is printed, for
now, the title battle is still too close to call. From
Singapore on there are seven races to go and 175
points up for grabs and, just as it did last year,
this title campaign could go down to the wire.

Given the parity in machinery, Lewis can never
discount his team-mate. Just when he thinks a
winning serve has knocked his opponent out of
the game, back Nico comes with a crosscourt
volley to remain in play. Lewis hammers blow
after blow, but Rosberg keeps getting back on his
feet: undaunted and relentless. Just like a ve-
set grudge match between two titans, there is no

clear advantage in this ght – indeed, the stats
show that Nico actually has the edge.

“Five sets in a grand slam nal? Yeah that’s
how it feels out there sometimes,” says Nico,
glancing out through the back window of his
chau eur-driven Merc.

In terms of race pace, it’s neck and neck
between the pair of them. Analysis of their
fastest race laps at the mid-point of the season,
post-Hungary, shows it’s ve- ve, with Nico an
average of 0.067 seconds ahead. Last year he was
roughly two tenths slower during races and told
F1 Racing in pre-season testing at Jerez that it
was Sundays he was planning to improve.

Conversely, Hamilton knew he needed to up
his game in qualifying and we’ve seen a reversal
between the pair during grand prix weekends.
Last year Nico outquali ed Lewis 12-7, but up to
Spa this year, only once has Nico been quicker
on a Saturday – at the Spanish GP back in early
May. Still, it’s the Sunday when they hand out
world championship points.

“This is what I’ve worked on,” says Rosberg in
reference to his race pace, while looking through
the stats F1 Racing has produced as evidence.
“It’s always a compromise between qualifying
and the race, because you have only one car
setup. If I tend towards a race setup, that’s going
to hurt my qualifying a little bit.”

Across the board they are extremely close. In
the 48 races in which they have both competed
(prior to Spa) each has led 29. When they’ve
locked out the front row of the grid, Hamilton
has been ahead 12 times to 11. The average time
between their best laps in qualifying and races
over the past 2.5 years has never been more than
0.2 seconds, and in races in 2013 and qualifying
last year Nico was 0.1 secs quicker than Lewis.

In qualifying at Shanghai, the third race of
2015, Nico missed out on pole by just 0.042  

It’s a fact: Nico Rosberg is faster than Lewis Hamilton. 
There, we’ve said it.

After an extensive statistical analysis of the 48 grands prix 
they’ve driven together as team-mates (when they’ve both had 
trouble-free races) Rosberg emerges as the quickest driver by 
just 0.015 seconds – less than a blink of an eye.

It’s proof that the duel for the 2015 crown is closer than you 
might think. Lewis Hamilton can’t a  ord to let up one iota 
if he wants to achieve a third world championship. “There is 
less than a race win between us in points,” notes Rosberg [as 
we speak, prior to the Hungarian GP], making him a constant 
menace in Lewis’s mirrors. “So I need to keep pushing. Maybe 
if I’m lucky in one race and he’s not, then it’s done. That’s it.”

“It’s always a compromise between qualifying and 

the race, because you have only one car setup” 



“As time goes on, I learn more and more about Lewis. It’s quite a 

unique situation to be fi ghting in the same team for race wins”
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seconds. On crossing the line, he exclaimed over 
the radio: “Oh, come on guys!” His frustration 
was picked up on. “But I did that in a humorous 
way,” he insists now. “It was taken so negatively 
that I thought: ‘I’ll just shut up next time.’”

In China, at the post-race press conference, 
we witnessed a  are-up between the pair of the 
sort that had been largely suppressed since their 
on-track coming-together in Spa last year. It’s 
clear their rivalry still runs deep. More recently, 
Lewis was quick to blame Nico for his  rst-lap o   
in Hungary, before later admitting his mistake.

“Yes, and it’s going to be there again, isn’t it? 
It’s not the last time… it will come and go.”

There is a perception that Lewis is one of the 
fastest drivers in the sport and he has collected 
more poles (21-15) and wins (17-10) since 
they  rst became F1 team-mates back in 2013. 
But in terms of raw pace, Nico is right there 
snapping at Lewis’s heels. It’s a remarkable 
display of mental strength; lesser drivers might 
have capitulated given Hamilton’s frequent 
demonstrations of speed, but Nico is relentless 

in his quest to hunt him down and to  nd ways 
to get one over his opponent.

“Of course, as time goes on I learn more and 
more about him,” says Rosberg. “Yes, I know 
him well, but it’s still quite a unique situation 
to be  ghting in the same team for the race wins 
– so I do learn more.

“When we were team-mates in karting there 
wasn’t the same amount of media interest 
and there wasn’t all the other life surrounding 
the racing: it was just karting, that was it. 
So it was di  erent and, for myself, having 
had the experience of  ghting for the world 
championship has been a good thing because 
now it’s not new; I’ve been there before.”

It’s the “life around racing” that strikes a 
chord. Lewis is increasingly spending more 
time across the Atlantic. In the week that our 
interview with Nico takes place, Lewis tweets 
a picture of himself in New York City, having 
another tattoo. Has Nico seen it?

“I don’t follow his tweets to tell you the truth, 
so I haven’t seen it,” he says. “From what I’ve 
seen he hasn’t changed this year, he’s pretty 
much the same. All I see is the internal stu   at 
the track; I don’t see what’s outside.”

The question is whether the “life around 
racing” means Lewis will take his eye o   the ball 
on Sunday afternoons?

“Hopefully!” is Nico’s response. He then 
jokingly adds: “I didn’t say ‘Hopefully he’ll 
take his eye o   the ball,’ so you can’t publish 
it like that. I’ll sue…” While spoken light-
heartedly, these words show just how much 

thought Rosberg puts into everything. That’s 
demonstrated later as we chat about the 
situation at Red Bull, Sebastian Vettel’s move to 
Ferrari (“If he can keep Lewis behind him, that’s 
a good thing”), Alonso’s contract at McLaren-
Honda, Alex Wurz’s work at the GPDA and 
the current state of the sport. Considering the 
morning he’s had, he’s compartmentalising his 
emotions most assuredly. 

I fi rst 
had the 
chance 

to interview Nico Rosberg at the 2007 Chinese 
GP [F1 Racing, November 2007]. In his second 
year in F1 he was one of the darlings of the grid: 
GP2 champion, points and fastest lap on his F1 
debut, and at his second race he’d outquali  ed 
established Williams team-mate Mark Webber. 
Back then, the 22-year-old was already smarter 
than your average racing driver. He told me that 
he’d just read the autobiography of Lee Iacocca, 
the ruthless former president of the Ford Motor 
Company. His is the story of ambition ful  lled.

Fast-forward eight years and Nico’s story is 
one of ambition unful  lled. He came so close at 
the season  nale in Abu Dhabi last year, but it’s 
only at this stage of his career that he has 
a car capable of challenging for the title. “Yeah, 
awesome – such a privilege,” he acknowledges. 
“Compare it to when I joined Mercedes in 2010. 
Those early years were disastrous, horrible, 
really tough – for everybody. A big struggle.

“Then it was incredible how the Mercedes 
board in Stuttgart has made the best team out 
of it, because, in the end, it’s all down to them. 
They go and buy the team, they decide how 



ROSBERG’S
TEAM-MATE TUSSLES

much to put into it, they decided when to change 
the leaders and to move on another step.

“Ross Brawn and Norbert Haug did a great 
job with what they had, so it was limited in one 
sense because it was di   cult to go any further. 
Mercedes stepped it up as they learnt was what 
was required in terms of budget. They put in 
fresh leadership for this next step up and they 
made the right choices – so it’s really down to 
them in the end. It’s good to see, and we are the 
best in every sector now. Aerodynamics – if 
you look four years back we were so far behind 
Red Bull for example, now we’re the best in 
every area. Car build, drivers – you’ve got to 
highlight those areas…”

In the new 1.6-litre turbocharged engine 
formula, the powerplant from Brixworth, 
in union with the chassis from Brackley, 
consistently outperforms the opposition, and 
fans have been rewarded with a close duel 
between Hamilton and Rosberg. An analysis of 
their performances highlights how close they are 
on pace, but it is their di  erent approaches that 
makes the  ght particularly fascinating. 

“To run Lewis as close as Nico does, race in, 
race out, and to take the  ght right up to the 
last race of the year in the same equipment 
proves what a good driver he is,” says a high-
level Mercedes source. “On average, is he better 

than Lewis? I don’t think so, but there are many 
areas in which he is stronger; his work ethic, 
for example. He’s a calculating driver and he’s 
always got his head buried in a laptop looking for  
details to help him extract more pace. But then 
Lewis gets in the car and just pulls out a lap.”

Rosberg concurs with the assessment and 
when quizzed as to whether he could ever drive 
like Gilles Villeneuve, on the limit every lap, not 
fussed about titles, admits that isn’t his style. It 
doesn’t suit his calculating mind. He chuckles at 
the thought: “No, I don’t agree. That’s not how 
I think. I always focus on the bigger picture and 
every lap I try to optimise for the win.”

On the track he’s like a machine. The stats 
prove he has the pace, work ethic, intellect and 
discipline. He now also has the experience of 
battling for a world championship and has the 
mental resilience to come back  ghting when 
he’s been beaten. He’s studied Lewis and – 
whisper it – perhaps with a bit of luck he might 
yet take this title. But how will he go about 
achieving his goal of defeating Hamilton?

“How will I do it? I don’t know yet. It’s still 
some way o  . For now I’m just continuing with 
my current approach. I just hope it works out 
with the points and I can close the gap a bit.”

And that’s all he can do. Keep going, keep 
chipping away, keep getting up close and keep 
the pressure on. One slip up from Lewis is all it 
will take to swing things Nico’s way.

As we near the end, we point out that the 
day before this interview, 20 July, was the 30th   

Lewis Hamilton is Nico Rosberg’s 

fi fth F1 team-mate to date. 

Here’s how he compared 

with the fi rst four…

Mark Webber 

Williams, 2006 (18 races)

Qualifying  Rosberg  5

 Webber   13

Race* Rosberg  0 

 Webber 4

Points fi nishes Rosberg  2 

 Webber  3

Points Rosberg  4 

 Webber  7

Alex Wurz 

Williams, 2007 (16 races)

Qualifying Rosberg  15 

 Wurz  1

Race* Rosberg  6 

 Wurz  4

Points fi nishes Rosberg  6 

 Wurz  3 

Points Rosberg  15  

 Wurz 13

Kazuki Nakajima 

Williams, 2007-2009 (36 races)

Qualifying  Rosberg 28

 Nakajima 8

Race* Rosberg  21

 Nakajima 7

Points fi nishes Rosberg 17

 Nakajima 5

Points Rosberg 56.5

 Nakajima 9

Michael Schumacher

Mercedes, 2010-2012 (58 races)

Qualifying Rosberg  43

 Schumacher 15

Race  Rosberg 21

 Schumacher 15

Points fi nishes Rosberg 39

 Schumacher 31

Points Rosberg 324

 Schumacher 197

*Top fi nisher in races both completed
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anniversary of a celebrated F1 lap: Keke’s record-
setting pole lap of Silverstone, famously achieved 
after taking a long drag on a cigarette. First on 
the grid at the 1985 British GP at an average lap 
speed of 160.925mph. It stood as the fastest lap 
in F1 history for 17 years, until eclipsed by Juan 
Pablo Montoya at Monza in 2002.

 “Cool!” he exclaims. “Did you know that he set 
that lap exactly 23 days after my birth, so there is 
evidence that goes against this idea that drivers 
who have children lose half a second a lap? I’m 
having a baby girl in a month’s time, and when 
your story comes out I’ll be a father…”

If he can continue his current approach, Nico 
might soon be looking at Lewis in his wing 
mirrors. Clearly speed has never been an issue 
for the Rosberg family.  

“I always focus on the bigger picture and 

every lap I try to optimise for the win”



HAMILTON (48 starts)

WORDS JAMES ROBERTS PICTURES STEVE ETHERINGTON/LAT
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After 48 races as team-mates at

Mercedes, there’s little to separate

Nico Rosberg and Lewis Hamilton

NICO VS LEWIS

2013 Australian GP - 2015 Hungarian GP

HEAD
HEADTO

Points

Points

Fastest laps

Fastest laps

Races led

Races led

Other podium fi nishes

Other podium fi nishes

Laps led

Laps led

Wins

Wins

Crashes

Crashes

Poles

Poles

Mechanical failures

Mechanical failures

669

775

7

12

29

29

18

13

735

901

10

17

0

2

15

21

5

2

ROSBERG (48 starts)



Their one-twos in races (17)

Their one-twos in qualifying (23)

2015 WINNER

Australia Hamilton

China Hamilton

Spain Rosberg

Canada Hamilton

Austria Rosberg

Great Britain Hamilton

OVERALL

Lewis Hamilton 12

Nico Rosberg 5

2015 POLE

Australia Hamilton

China Hamilton

Spain Rosberg

Monaco Hamilton

Canada Hamilton

Austria Hamilton

Great Britain Hamilton

Hungary Hamilton

OVERALL

Lewis Hamilton 12

Nico Rosberg 11

2014 WINNER

Malaysia Hamilton

Bahrain Hamilton

China Hamilton

Spain Hamilton

Monaco Rosberg

Austria Rosberg

Italy Hamilton

Japan Hamilton

Russia Hamilton

USA Hamilton

 Brazil Rosberg

2013 POLE

Spain Rosberg

Monaco Rosberg

 Great Britain Hamilton

2013

Lewis Hamilton 4th 189

Nico Rosberg 6th 171

2015 (up to Hungary)

Lewis Hamilton 1st 202

Nico Rosberg 2nd 181

TOTAL POINTS

Lewis Hamilton 775

Nico Rosberg 669

2014

Lewis Hamilton 1st 384

Nico Rosberg 2nd 317

2014 POLE

Bahrain Rosberg

Spain Hamilton

Monaco Rosberg

Canada Rosberg

Belgium Rosberg

Italy Hamilton

Singapore Hamilton

Japan Rosberg

Russia Hamilton

USA Rosberg

Brazil Rosberg

 Abu Dhabi Rosberg

Championship standings
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GO
The numbers behind the

Rosbergs: F1’s second most

successful father-son pairing

FIGURE
The number of grands prix Nico has won,

compared to Keke

NICO -5 KEKE

Nico’s F1 number, which is

also his wife’s and father’s

lucky number

people

follow Nico

on Twitter

The number of teams

Keke drove for in F1 (ATS,

Theodore, Wolf, Fittipaldi,

Williams and McLaren),

compared to Nico (Williams

and Mercedes)

The number of F1 races Nico had started before

reaching 29 – the age Keke started his first GP

Nico was born on 27 June 1985, four days after

Keke’s penultimate win at the 1985 Detroit GP

2 4 DAYS
The nationalities Nico holds:

German and Finnish

ONE HUNDRED
AND SIXTY ONE

1.03 million
The number 

of races 

Keke won 

in 1982, his 

championship-

winning 

season

6-
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Keke’s grid position in his

very first race, the 1978

South African GP 

from Nico’s birthplace, Wiesbaden in Germany, to Keke’s,

Stockholm in Sweden

749miles

The lowest grid position

Nico has managed to

convert into a podium

– at Singapore in 2008

The speed in miles per

hour of Keke’s record-

breaking qualifying lap at

Silverstone in 1985

Nico has competed in

every race that Mercedes

have entered since their

return to the sport in 2010

between Keke and Nico’s wins in Monaco. They are the

only father and son both to win GPs in the Principality

Nico’s F1 team-mates:

Mark Webber, Alex Wurz,

Kazuki Nakajima,

Michael Schumacher

and Lewis Hamilton
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3
160.92
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Who

is the 

best of 

British?
Ten UK drivers 

have claimed 

F1’s ultimate 

prize – the world 

championship. But 
which of them can 

be considered the country’s 
‘Greatest Of All Time?’ 

Edd Straw sifts through 
the evidence

PHOTOS LAT ARCHIVE



While Hamilton has the advantage in terms of
race victories, Sir Jackie Stewart stands above
him courtesy of his three world championships –
for the next few months, at least, since Hamilton
has a strong chance of joining Stewart as a
triple champion in 2015. But when considering
championship wins, it’s also necessary to factor
in opportunities to win.

Here, there is a degree of subjectivity, but in
the case of Hamilton you can legitimately argue
that on top of the 2008 and 2014 titles he did
win, he also had a car capable of doing so in
2007, 2010 and 2012. In the rst two of those,
he was in contention in the nal race, while in
the third he lost an enormous number of points
to unreliability and team blunders.

This metric is a awed one, but Stewart
stands out with a 60 per cent win rate. Arguably,
he had ve shots at the title, missing out only in
1968 and 1972 – and in the rst of those years
he was a long shot, with two wet-weather wins
boosting his tally.

h the GOAT – the Greatest Of All Time – has an irresistible pull in all 
ption, and those countries lucky enough to have produced multiple 
argue over their greatest sons. Ten of the 32 drivers to have been 

hampion are British, but of those – who is the best?
s a fatuous debate that can never produce a truly objective answer. 
oint. Such arguments lie at the heart of the enduring appeal of F1. 

less than the journey required to get there.
ies, reigning world champion Lewis Hamilton is building a strong 
d the best of British. Since winning last year’s US GP, where he took 
has been at the top of the British winners table, and will surely add 

current tally of 38 (prior to the Belgian GP). But that number tells 
y, without taking into account factors such as the era and machinery 
rivers raced. Simply adding up wins could never alone place 
ke Hawthorn, Graham Hill, Jim Clark, John Surtees, Jackie Stewart, 
Mansell, Damon Hill and Jenson Button. Finding Britain’s F1 GOAT 
. But statistical success is the obvious place to start…

ACHIEVEMENTS

Jackie
Stewart 60%
success rate

Jim
Clark 50%
success rate

Graham
Hill 50%
success rate

2
titles
won

4 winnable
titles

innable
es

success rate suc

tttiiitttle

5 winnable
titles

2
titles
won

3 
titles
won

Hamilton is arguably ill-served by this 
statistic, given that one of his losses was 
beyond his control and another came during a 
controversial rookie season. Six of the British 
champions sit at 50 per cent, with Clark probably 
the most unfortunate of those, since he would 

PERCENTAGE 
OF WINNABLE 
TITLES CLAIMED

surely have won more than two titles had the 
reliability of his Lotus machinery been better.

When it comes to wins, both the overall 
number and the win rates are signi  cant. 
Hamilton stacks up extremely well, winning 
almost a quarter of his races. But Clark’s record 

MIKE HAWTHORN



e
n

winnable
es

Nigel
Mansell 25%
success rate

111
title
won

4 w
titl

is extraordinary: he won more than a third of
the races he started. Even more astonishingly,
he won more than half of the races he nished;
weighed against his 25 victories is just a single
second place, at the Nürburgring in 1963.

Nigel Mansell and James Hunt also come
out strongly using this metric, but again this is
distorted by the quality of their machinery. John

THH

1
title
won

3 winnable
titles

Jenson
Button 33.3%
success rate

1
t
w

Lewis
Hamilton 40%
success rate

winnable
tles

Mike
Hawthorn 50%
success rate

John
Surtees 50%
success rate

James
Hunt 50%

cess rate

1
title
won

4 winnable
titles

Damon
Hill 25%
success rate

2
tit

winnable
es

2 w
titl

nnable
s

success rate suc

2222
ttitiittt

2
titles
won

5 winnable
titles

1
title
won

1
title
won

1
title
won

JENSON 
BUTTON

Surtees and Jenson Button, for example, drove 
cars that were not capable of winning more 
often, which skews their percentages. 

Stewart and Clark must be ranked above 
Hamilton, although Hamilton can legitimately 
be regarded as the third-strongest, particularly 
when you consider that the era in which he 
races is more competitive than that of Clark.   

“Jenson Button is arguably the modern equivalent 
of Jackie Stewart, thanks to his brilliant ability to 
grasp his place in a race while it’s ongoing”

Mike Hawthorn put in one 

of F1’s greatest drives to 

win the 1953 French GP at 

Reims, battling for 60 laps 

with Juan Manuel Fangio

The grandmaster of changeable conditions
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SPEED
Short of putting the ten British champions in 
identical cars in their prime, any evaluation 
of speed is speculative. Qualifying is the most 
relevant metric and, statistically, Hamilton leads 
the way with 47 pole positions – a strike rate 
of more than one in four. Again that puts him 
near the top, but it pales in comparison to that 
of Clark, who isn’t far o   achieving a 50 per cent 
pole rate, with an average margin of almost a 
second. This re  ects just how dominant he was 
in the 1960s. What stood out about Clark was his 
ability to carry speed into the corner, essential in 
the lower-powered era in which he excelled. 

Damon Hill also comes out pretty well in 
this comparison, and while all of his poles were 
taken for Williams, his ability to deliver a fast lap 
under pressure belies his undeserved reputation 
as a ‘lucky’ winner of the world championship.

RACECRAFT
Where Hamilton does have the advantage over 
Clark is that he is a driver with superior racecraft 
in terms of wheel-to-wheel battling. This is 
generally regarded as Clark’s main weakness, 

LEWIS 

HAMILTON  3

NIGEL

MANSELL 3

JACKIE

STEWART 2

JIM

CLARK 2

DAMON

HILL 2

JENSON

BUTTON 1

GRAHAM

HILL  14

JAMES

HUNT  1

JOHN

SURTEES  6

MIKE 

HAWTHORN  3

WIN

DAMON HILL

RACE WIN PERCENTAGE
% OF STARTS CONVERTED TO WINS % OF FINISHES CONVERTED TO WINS

24.1 27.9

16.6 33.7

27.3 44.3

34.7 55.6

19.1 29.7

5.5 7.2

8 14.1

10.9 22.7

5.4 11.8

8.86.4

4

NS

His defeat of Michael Schumacher 

in 1994 at a rain-drenched Suzuka 

proved his wet-weather prowess
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although considering he was so often out front,
it’s fair to say that his speed did the hard work.
In other words, he didn’t need to battle through
the pack all that often.

“He wasn’t a  ghter,” said Clark’s 1963
championship-winning mechanic Cedric Selzer.
“It wasn’t in his character. He was a fast racing
driver. He passed cars, but I never saw him
actually  ghting. He didn’t need to.”

While Hamilton’s overtaking ability is second
to none, he is also prone to the occasional error.
This year’s Hungarian GP was a reminder of
that, even though over the past 18 months he
has become very consistent. But when balancing
a mix of wheel-to-wheel racing ability and
minimising errors, it’s hard to look past Jackie
Stewart, whose mastery of racing situations
makes him the stand-out in terms of racecraft.

Button is arguably the modern equivalent of
Stewart, with his brilliant ability to grasp his
place in a race while it’s ongoing. Graham Hill
also stands out in this respect.

Mike Hawthorn’s nest hour exempli ed
great racecraft. While most famous for his
slightly fortuitous 1958 title, his rst world
championship race victory at Reims in 1953,
beating Juan Manuel Fangio in a wheel-to-wheel

slipstreamer, has been hailed by many as the 
greatest race of all time. 

DOMINANCE
The truly great drivers de  ne their era. 
Throughout the history of the world 
championship, it’s almost possible to go 
from year to year, picking out the standard-
setting drivers of the time. It’s a path that starts 
with Juan Manuel Fangio back in the early 
1950s, continuing through to Stirling Moss 
(who is cruelly ineligible in this particular 
evaluation of British world champions because 
he never managed to win the title) all the way 
through to more recent years and Michael 
Schumacher and Sebastian Vettel. 

Of the British champions, few can be 
considered to be era-de  ning. Hamilton may yet 
become so if he manages to rack up a few more 
titles, but it’s only really Clark and Stewart who 
tick this box. Mansell was part of the quartet 
of big beasts that bestrode the 1980s and early 
1990s, alongside Alain Prost, Ayrton Senna 
and Nelson Piquet, but for all his qualities, he 
was never able to dominate for more than his 
championship-winning season in 1992. 

JOHN SURTEES

JAMES 
HUNT

S

Renowned for his technical 

brilliance and still the only  world

champion on two wheels and four

Embodying the spirit of the seventies, James 

Hunt lives on in legend, the recent fi lm 

Rush cementing the myth



4

WET-WEATHER
PERFORMANCES
The legend of so many drivers has been formed
in wet races, when they can really show their
poise, feel and adaptability. Of the ten British
champions, all except Hawthorn won in rain-hit
races. Hamilton has six wins in the rain to his
name, most famously his dominant victory in the
2008 British GP, which rightly stands out as one
of the greatest wet wins in history.
As Stewart himself put it: “Lewis drove

almost awlessly to win by 68 seconds – an
enormous margin – and demonstrated that he’s
unquestionably the best wet-weather driver of
this current generation.”
You could add “or any other generation” to

Stewart’s statement, were you to include one
caveat. For while Hamilton is a sensational
driver in full-wet conditions, a magician
seemingly capable of carrying more speed into
and through corners in slippery conditions, in
mixed conditions he is less impressive.
At the recent British Grand Prix, for example,

team-mate Nico Rosberg was catching him at

 POL STRIK AVERAGE 

RATE* MARGIN

HAMILTON 47 29.7 0.262s

JIM

CLARK 33 45.8 0.948s

NIGEL

MANSELL 32 17.1 0.638s

DAMON

HILL 20 17.4 0.301s

JACKIE

STEWART 17 17.2 0.582s

JAMES

HUNT 14 15.2 0.293s

GRAHAM

HILL 13 17.1 0.632s

JENSON

BUTTON 8 2.9 0.222s

JOHN

SURTEES 8 7.2 0.766s

MIKE

HAWTHO 4 8.8 0.550s

POLE 
POSITION 
STRIKE 
RAT

KE

*
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LEWIS

JIM

NIGEL

DAMON

JAMES

GRAHAM

JENSON

JOHN

MIKE

GRAHAM HILL

NIGEL
MANSELL

Using his superb 

racecraft, the man 

known as Mr Monaco 

won grands prix 

in the Principality 

on fi ve occasions

Mansell memorably 

conquered the 1992 

season with his 

indomitable spirit  
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two seconds per lap on slicks in the damp when
Hamilton headed to the pits. That pattern was
also seen when Hamilton and Button were
together at McLaren; Button generally had the
edge when conditions were changeable.
Almost half of Button’s wins (seven out of 15)

have come in rain-a ected races. Often, sound
judgement of when to change tyres has been at
the heart of those victories. In Hungary 2011, for
example, McLaren tried to call both Button and
Hamilton in for wets when rain came; Hamilton
obeyed, Button overruled and went on to win.
“It’s because I feel more through my body

rather than through my eyes to get the feeling of
the car on the circuit,” says Button of his ability.
“It’s about feeling it rather than seeing it’s wet.”
Yet Button doesn’t have a dominant full-

wet victory that can be considered among the
greatest in the history of F1. Stewart’s win by
more than four minutes at the Nürburgring
Nordschleife in 1968 is heralded as one of the
great wet drives (Graham Hill was second, but
only after spinning his Lotus and stalling while
battling to hold o Jochen Rindt). Surtees took a
famous win in the rain for Ferrari at Spa in 1966,
while among Clark’s three wet-race wins are

STA HIT

RATE (%)

JENSON

BUTTON 36 7 19.4

LEWIS

HAMILTON 22 6 27.3

DAMON

HILL 20 4 20

JAMES

HUNT 16 3 18.8

JIM

CLARK 11 3 27.3

JACKIE

STEWART 14 3 21.4

GRAHAM

HILL 23 2 8.7

JOHN

SURTEES 15 1 6.7

MIKE

HAWTHOR 9 0 0

WET-WEATHER
STATISTICS
This takes into account

the number of wins in

rain-affected races

N

T

RN

RTS

LEWIS HAMILTON

His peerless mastery of wet conditions 

at Silverstone in 2008, announced him 

as an all-time great and future champion
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two dominant triumphs in Belgium; the third, at 
Reims in 1963, was merely hit by showers. And 
who can forget Damon Hill’s defeat of Michael 
Schumacher at a sodden 1994 Japanese GP?

Mansell lacks trademark wet victories. Binning 
it while leading the 1984 Monaco GP for Lotus 
after touching a white line is arguably his most 
famous wet-weather moment. 

MYTH 
This is the most subjective category of all: there 
is no way to quantify this, save for re  ecting 
on how these drivers are revered today. Clark, 
taken from motorsport by an accident not of his 
making in the Deutschland Trophy Formula 2 
race at Hockenheim in 1968, still at the height of 
his powers, is probably second only to Senna in 
terms of his myth. What would he have achieved 

had his career played out in full? None of the 
other drivers in this list can hope to compete 
with that – save perhaps for one. 

As the statistics we’ve already examined 
prove, Hunt could hold his own in every category 
and thanks to his force of personality and the 
belief that he typi  ed how people thought a 
racing driver should be in the 1970s, he is still 
cited as the template. While he survived his 
career, his loss at the age of just 45 in 1993 is 
still felt. Neither can the indomitable spirit of 
Mansell be ignored, while Stewart’s legacy in 
terms of improved safety and raising the bar for 
professionalism, makes him a signi  cant  gure.

It’s unfair to assess Hamilton in this category 
at this stage, but his impact on popular culture 
cannot be ignored. His celebrity lifestyle earns 
him criticism, but it gives him a global reach no 
other British racer has experienced.

Surtees also deserves a mention in this 
category. His success in winning four 500cc 
motorcycling titles before switching to cars 
makes him unique as a world championship 
winner on both two wheels and four. 

WORK ETHIC
Drivers succeed through hard work, even those 
who appear not to be trying. But it’s fair to say 
that some work harder than others. Hunt, for 
example, was famous for disappearing for hours 
on end while supposedly testing.

Clark, despite his reputation as a great 
‘natural’ talent, had a far better technical 
understanding than he’s given credit for. His 
great ability was to be able to connect what the 
car was doing to its setup and communicate 
that to the Lotus mechanics. Graham Hill,  

“Clark was able to connect what the car was doing 
to its setup and communicate that to the mechanics”

JIM CLARK
Clark combined natural 

talent with technical 

understanding, and his 

ability to carry speed 

through a corner sets 

him apart from the rest
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by contrast, was said to be more e  ective at 
indicating how the car should be rather than 
suggesting a way to achieve that. 

Damon Hill earned his unlikely shot with 
Williams through diligent testing work, while 
Surtees was a driver with tremendous technical 
understanding, whose work in creating the 
famous Hondola with British company Lola – 
which he took to victory at the Italian Grand Prix 
at Monza in 1967 – is testament to his force of 
will and brilliance. 

CAREER SAVVY
This category is all about being in the right 
place at the right time in order to succeed. 
Internationally, Juan Manuel Fangio is the driver 
who is so often hailed as the standout in this 
regard due to his (often enforced) team-hopping 
in the 1950s. Hamilton also does particularly 
well in this category, timing his switch from
McLaren (who haven’t won a race since he left)
to Mercedes to perfection.

Stewart also stacks up well, throwing his lot in 
with Ken Tyrrell after early success with BRM. 
He was also key to Tyrrell’s decision to ditch 
Matra when the French manufacturer wanted 
the team to drop Cosworth engines. While that 
led to a one-season setback with a customer 
March in 1970, in the long term it allowed Tyrrell 
to become constructors in their own right and 
win the 1971 and 1973 titles. 

At the other end of the scale is Surtees, whose 
prodigious ability behind the wheel is all too 
easy to overlook, thanks to him ending up in the 
wrong team at the wrong time. His tally of just 
six wins and one world championship (on four 
wheels, that is) does his talent little justice. Had 
things worked out better for him at Ferrari, he 
had the potential to score far more wins than he 
actually managed.

VERDICT
So after assessment in eight categories, which 
of these ten champions comes out as Britain’s 
F1 GOAT? Each of the factors mentioned above 
must be taken into account and statistical 
success weighed against more subjective 
criteria. Only one driver features in the top 
three of every category, and that’s Jackie 
Stewart, whose success, speed, virtuosity and 
cultural impact make him the real deal. There 
are no weaknesses in Stewart’s armoury. 

Next up is Clark, who also scores highly in 
most categories. We’d rank Hamilton third 
overall, ahead of Mansell. And given that he 
potentially still has  ve or more years left at 
the top level to add to his already incredible 
tally of wins and championships, and build on 
his myth and legacy, Hamilton could well 
move even higher up these rankings, should 
we revisit this list in future years.

Edd Straw is editor of Autosport magazine

JACKIE STEWART

He scored highly in every category, and his 

victory at the Nordschleife in 1968 ranks 

as one of the greatest drives of all time





You seem to be getting back into the groove after a

difficult start to the season…

We’re getting there. I had a new chassis for Austria
and we’ve made a lot of changes to the car since
Canada to try to get back to what we had last year
– a few mechanical tweaks.
We came into this year with a new car and new

ways of trying to be quicker. In Canada there were
still some unknowns over which way we were going
with setup. We weren’t rapid at any point over the
Austrian GP weekend, but in Hungary we were
stronger than we had been since Monaco.

Your drive in Budapest was remarkable – a highlight

of the season.

It was a crazy race! There was contact at Turn 1 – I
thought there was a lot of damage, I thought the race
was over. Then there was contact on the restart with
Lewis and I thought the race was probably over then,
too. Then there was contact with Nico, but we were
resilient and I left it all on the track. I put my heart
into everything. That race was for Jules: whether
some competitors like it or not, that’s how I wanted to
do it and that’s how I’ll always do it. Watching Jules
grow up, that was how he did it – he had amazing
racecraft and made some pretty impressive lunges.
I drove inspired. That’s the way Jules would have
wanted it. I was very grateful to be on the podium.

Jules Bianchi’s death raised questions about safety

standards in F1. Did you ever imagine you’d race in an

era when a driver might die?

To be honest, no. You forget the risks, but also the sport has developed a
lot and safety has come a long way. With something like this not happening
for a long time, you sort of forget about it. We do talk about safety a lot in
the GPDA meetings. I remember even when I rst got to F1, there was a
lot of talk about safety. The older drivers would pick out things around the
track, like the angle of a barrier being bad if we punctured a tyre and went
o there, and as a younger driver you think ‘That would never happen, let’s
just get on with it and race.’ But there are a lot of guys going out of their
way to make it safer. I think it’s really good we’ve got Alex Wurz as GPDA
chairman. His maturity and experience helps us out a lot. We’ll just do
what we can to make it not happen again.

FACTFILE

A show-stopping drive at the Hungarian Grand Prix proved

that F1’s ‘honey badger’ hasn’t lost his teeth…

WORDS ANTHONY ROWLINSON PORTRAIT GLENN DUNBAR/LAT

The particular circumstances of Jules’ accident were

very strange…

It was a unique accident, for sure, so you say: “If it
was just a tyre barrier, maybe he’d have been okay.”
But on the other side you say it was such a silly
accident for such a strong consequence. With things
that happen on track, it’s always easy to look back and
say it could have been avoided. At least now we know
there’s never going to be that situation again; they’ll
never let a race go on like that in those conditions
with a tractor on the track. We just have to keep
looking ahead and make sure there’s not another
obstacle like that.

Will you be driving for Ferrari next year?

There was obviously a bit of Ferrari talk around
Silverstone, but from my side nothing’s eventuated.
Up to now it’s just been rumours through the media.
There hasn’t been any direct contact.

Will Red Bull have a Renault engine next year?

Not the current one! A signi cantly better Renault
engine, I would accept. But as we are now, I don’t
think we could go on with this performance again next
year. Things have obviously been improving, but we
need a signi cant gain. We’ll see what happens.

Is there a deadline for improving the engine situation?

It’s in the hands of the team. I’m keeping my ears
open to what’s happening and what’s being discussed
with the team and with Renault about the future.

I’m putting a lot of my trust in the team. I do that because I know they
want to return to the success they had. When they say they’re doing all they
can to be as competitive as possible for 2016, that’s all I need to hear for
now. That’s important for me to know.

Would you be concerned if Red Bull became a ‘customer’ engine partner,

rather than having number-one status, as they do with Renault?

Any situation at the moment isn’t perfect. Now we’re down on power, but if
we were to go with a customer engine, would that let us win? Do you
actually have an opportunity to win in the next few years? That’s the big
question. Speaking to the big guys in the team, they’ve given me the
con dence that I need to understand that they’re doing all they can.

Age 26

Place of birth Perth, Australia

Team Red Bull

Role Driver

2014 Promoted to Red Bull Racing, 

where he takes three grand prix wins

2012 Moves up to Toro Rosso, 

scoring points in his fi rst race for the 

team. Takes 13 points fi nishes over 

his two seasons with them

2011 Starts the season competing 

in Formula Renault 3.5 and is handed 

an HRT F1 race seat for the fi nal 11 

grands prix of the season

2009 Having joined the Red Bull 

Junior team in 2008, wins the British 

Formula 3 Championship in his fi rst 

season in the series

2005 Makes his car-racing debut in 

Australian Formula Ford

Daniel Ricciardo
In conversation with 
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Over the course of a race weekend, countless demands are

made on drivers’ off-track time, leaving them little opportunity to

relax. F1 Racing shadowed McLaren’s Jenson Button throughout the

Hungarian Grand Prix weekend, to find out exactly how he spent his time

A GP
WEEKEND 
WITH
JENSON
WORDS JAMES ROBERTS

PICTURES STEVEN TEE/LAT
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THURSDAY MORNING 

Three weeks after the British 

GP, the team reconvene in 

Budapest. Jenson is talking 

to race engineer Tom 

Stallard, while chief race 

engineer Ciaron Pilbeam 

(on Jenson’s left) and trainer 

Mikey ‘Muscles’ Collier 

(opposite Jenson) listen in.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON

Another meeting – this time 

with the boys from Fleet Street, 

who are grilling JB. The Times 

correspondent Kevin Eason 

is showing Jenson a picture 

on his phone, while McLaren’s 

group head of press and public 

relations, Matt Bishop (bottom 

right-hand corner), looks on.

FRIDAY MORNING

Jenson gets to enjoy 

a rare bit of down time 

in between the two Friday 

practice sessions. He’s 

shown here on his phone 

in the massage room 

on the middle fl oor of 

McLaren’s Brand Centre 

in Hungary’s paddock.

THURSDAY EVENING 

Next up, Jenson is required 

to attend a PR event at a bar 

in the centre of Budapest. 

He arrives in a McLaren 650S 

Spider, and waves to the fans 

who have gathered at the 

special function, which has 

been arranged by McLaren 

sponsor Johnnie Walker. 
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FRIDAY AFTERNOON

After posing for photos in the 

garage, Jenson and Fernando 

Alonso head for the paddock, 

with Jenson putting his hand 

on Alonso’s posterior for 

a laugh. Both drivers are 

wearing special-edition gold-

coloured boots to celebrate 

the ten-year relationship 

between McLaren and 

sponsor Johnnie Walker.

SATURDAY MORNING 

After FP3, Jenson and 

Fernando have an engineering 

meeting in one of the 

McLaren trucks. They’re 

accompanied by race and 

data engineers and talk 

using headsets so that the 

performance engineers back 

at home in Woking can join in.

SATURDAY AFTERNOON

Wearing his special

golden boots and about

to don his headphones

for his in-car radio,

Jenson is all smiles

as he heads to the

back of the McLaren

garage for qualifying

accompanied by Mikey

‘Muscles’ Collier.

A GP
WEEKEND 
WITH
JENSON
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SATURDAY – QUALIFYING

Jenson checks the data

the moment he’s out of

the car after Q2. An ERS

deployment problem with his

McLaren-Honda has spoiled

his final qualifying run, and

he’s missed his chance to

get to Q3, being 0.1s shy of

the cut-off point.

SATURDAY AFTERNOON 

The drivers and McLaren 

racing director Eric Boullier 

meet the press on the 

top fl oor of the team’s 

motorhome. JB has a giggle 

while Alonso swerves yet 

another question about 

the performance of his 

former team, Ferrari.

SUNDAY – DRIVERS’ PARADE

Racers from every team gather 

together ahead of their trip 

around the track for the pre-

race drivers’ parade. Jenson 

has something amusing on 

his phone, which he shares 

with the other drivers.

A GP
WEEKEND 
WITH
JENSON
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SUNDAY – TRIBUTE 

Ahead of the start of 

the race, the drivers 

gather at the front of 

the grid for a minute’s 

silence in memory of 

their late colleague, 

Jules Bianchi, who 

died nine days earlier.

SUNDAY – THE RACE

The McLaren crew are 

poised, with military 

precision, to change 

Jenson’s tyres on lap 

35 of the race. This will 

be one of their fastest 

stops of the year, as 

all four option Pirellis 

are swapped to prime 

rubber in exactly 

2.64 seconds.

SUNDAY – POST-RACE

Having started 16th, 

Jenson takes the chequered 

fl ag in ninth to give McLaren 

their fi rst double points fi nish 

of the year. “This is a step 

forward and it’s good to see 

we’re making progress,” 

he says afterwards.  

SUNDAY – THE GRID 

Jenson climbs out of his 

McLaren-Honda MP4-30 

having parked up on the 

eighth row of the grid. He’s 

about to head to the front 

row along with the other 

drivers to pay a special tribute.
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There’s no such thing as a de  nitive route 
into Formula 1. But since the GP2 Series was 
launched in 2005, winning that championship 
has regularly paved the way for greater things 
for up-and-coming young racers.

The  rst seven GP2 champions have competed 
in the sport’s top  ight – including double F1 
world champion Lewis Hamilton. But in recent 
years, that stellar graduation rate has slipped: 
Davide Valsecchi and Fabio Leimer, champions 
in 2012 and ’13 respectively, both spent last 
season competing in sportscars. The tenth GP2 
champion, Jolyon Palmer, isn’t racing in F1 this 
year, either. But as development driver for the 
Lotus F1 team, he’s doing the next best thing.

“I wanted to be racing in F1 after winning the 
championship last year,” says Palmer, 24. “It was 
good to get the third driver deal, but initially I 
was disappointed not to be racing. Now I’m here, 
I’m really very happy with my role for this year. 

“I’m in the simulator a lot, and that’s very 
important in terms of development parts. 
Driving the real thing is good, because for the 
team it’s another viewpoint from a driver. It 

lets me contribute a lot more to the meetings and
understand what’s going on. I’m happy with what
I’m doing, the team are happy with what I’m 
doing, and out of the car I’m happy with what the
team are doing in terms of performance.”

Palmer’s opportunities this year will include 
a number of outings in  rst practice. As well as 
gaining experience of F1 machinery, it will let 
him adjust to the sheer scale of an F1 operation.

“In terms of the car, I don’t think it’s that big a
step,” he says. “It’s only a few seconds di  erence
in lap time, and that’s mainly on the straights. 
The corner speeds are similar. The biggest step 
is the scale of everything. The GP2 car is crude 
compared with a modern F1 car. And in an 
F1 team you have 70-odd people working at a 
race weekend, and a few hundred people at the 
factory. In GP2 you’ve got 13, and you’re dealing 
with two people on your car; here there are eight
on each car, and that’s just engineers. It takes a 
while to get used to working with everyone.”

When Palmer  rst moved into the GP2 Series 
in 2011, dealing with a team of 13 people was 
a major adjustment. He’d spent his  rst four 

Lotus tester Jolyon Palmer is armed with a business 

degree and a GP2 Series title – and he hopes that 

latter qualifi cation can secure him an F1 race seat

“Valsecchi won the GP2 
title in his fi fth year and 
didn’t go anywhere. 
Leimer won it in his 
fourth year and didn’t go 
anywhere. If I was going 
to do a fourth year in GP2
I knew I had to dominate”

WORDS JAMES ATTWOOD     

PORTRAIT MALCOLM GRIFFITHS

seasons in single-seaters in Formula Palmer 
Audi and FIA Formula Two. Both were based 
around centrally run operations (superintended 
by his father Jonathan’s Palmer Sport team), 
which made adjusting to running with Arden 
International in his  rst GP2 season a challenge.

“I came to GP2 not knowing a huge amount,” 
he admits. “I’d never run in a team, it was all 
centrally run with very little engineering. My  rst 
year in GP2 was such a big step; it was also the 
 rst year with Pirelli tyres, and half-hour practice 

sessions on tracks I didn’t know. It was di   cult, 
but I learnt a lot and I improved the next year. 
My third year in GP2 was very strong, but I had a 
chassis problem that we didn’t  nd until halfway 
through the year, which meant the fourth year 
became the title push instead of the third.”

He spent the 2014 season driving for DAMS, 
his fourth di  erent team in as many years. The 
pressure was on: arguably part of the reason his 
title-winning predecessors Valsecchi and Leimer 
failed to break into F1 was the perceived stigma 
that it took them until their  fth and fourth 
seasons respectively to claim the crown.

“I didn’t have to win the title, I had to 
dominate,” says Palmer, who won seven races 
during his four GP2 seasons. “Valsecchi won it 
in his  fth year and didn’t go anywhere. Leimer 
won it in his fourth year and didn’t go anywhere. 
If I was going to do a fourth year I knew I had to 
dominate. I won the title with three races to go, 
and with a record points tally.”

Palmer’s GP2 win emulated the success of 
his father Jonathan, who won the European F2 
crown in 1983, going on to a grand prix career 
spanning 88 races across seven seasons. While 
Palmer Sr was heavily involved in his son’s 
early career, running the championships Jolyon 
competed in, he has now stepped back.

“It’s a help having someone to talk to about 
behind-the-scenes things. He used to be more 
hands on, but every year in GP2 he took more of 
a step back; last year he really just came to races 
for the enjoyment. That’s how I wanted it to be.”

Palmer Sr is also one of British motorsport’s 
top businessmen, running championships, 
managing drivers and owning the Motor Sport 
Vision group of circuits that includes Brands 
Hatch. “He’s a clever man,” says Jolyon. “He 
managed Justin Wilson into F1, so he knows how 
it works, he understands the politics of it all.”

Re  ecting his dad’s broad skillset, Palmer 
combined his early years in GP2 with a business 
degree at the University of Nottingham. He 
describes it as “something to fall back on”, and 
his focus now is on getting into an F1 race seat.

He says: “It’s an active role. The main thing is 
I’ve got a chance to show what I can do, because 
I don’t want to be a third driver for long.”  
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YOU ASK THE QUESTIONS

The gates to the Force India factory are 
closed and there’s no one to open them. A little 
intercom at the side requires you to get out of 
your car to speak into it. Say the magic words 
and you can enter the Dadford Road base.

Upstairs in the tiny factory is Bob Fernley’s 
o   ce, where Colin Kolles and, before him, Eddie 
Jordan used to sit, when this team was known 
by other names. Fernley is the right-hand man 
of Force India team owner Vijay Mallya: they’ve 
known each other well for the past three decades. 
Deputy team principal Fernley looks after Force 
India’s day-to-day running, while Vijay is  ying 
the globe in his private plane, or sailing the Med.

Bob regards the stack of question cards 
before him with glee. The  rst one deals with a 
particularly pertinent topic: the current state of 
the sport. He’s got plenty to say about that…

Why can’t we go back to the formula of the 

late 1980s and early ’90s when cars were 

spectacular and the racing was real?

Matthew Langton, Australia 
There were times in the ’80s and ’90s when 
the racing was not so good. We have incredible 

racing today and amazing technology – we 
should be embracing it. It’s important that we’re 
at the forefront of technology; from that will 
come a di  erent type of racing. The ability of 
the drivers to master the technical elements of 
the sport today are di  erent to when they had to 
master the purely physical side of the sport.

Did you really used to run a historic F1 

team for Vijay in India? 
Anthony Donaldson, UK
It’s partly true. A long time ago, we set up a 
company called AMCO and we were one of 
the  rst to recognise that F1 cars have historic 
value. We’d buy redundant cars from F1 teams – 
McLaren, Ensign, Tyrrell, Williams – at any one 
time we might have had as many as 20 F1 cars.

Teams at that time didn’t know what to 
do with their old cars and they took up a lot 
of space, so we bought them. We created the 
historic F1 market back in the late 1970s and 
early ’80s. Vijay wanted to run an F1 car in India 
and so we ran an Ensign for him. He was a very 
competent driver and he won all the trophies he 
wanted to win, after about  ve years of trying.

F1R: What was the racing infrastructure like in 
India at that time?
BF: We raced at a disused air  eld called 
Sholavaram and we’d get crowds of 100,000 
people there. It was an incredible event, very 
basic, but teams would come over from Europe 
to compete there and Vicky Chandhok [father of 
former F1 racer Karun] raced against us. There 
was quite a rivalry between Vijay and Vicky. I 
was also running a team in the Aurora British F1 
series and then moved over to the States to run 
CanAm and IndyCar teams. Interesting times 
– so Vijay and I go back 35 years.

What would you do if you were Bernie?

Elizabeth Jones, UK
[Laughs] Bernie is the most amazing man and 
I have enormous respect for him. We have our 
disagreements, but they’re done in a professional 
way. I’ve never found him to be vindictive; he 
gives it to you straight from the hip and if you 
can’t cope with it, you shouldn’t be in F1. What 
would I do if I was Bernie? Try to emulate him I 
think [laughs] – but I’m not sure anyone has the 
capacity to do that: he is unique.  

WORDS JAMES ROBERTS  PORTRAITS GLENN DUNBAR/LAT

The vociferous critic of F1’s Strategy Group and 

Vijay Mallya’s right-hand man offers forthright 

views on the future path the sport needs to take

Bob
Fernley
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Why did it take so long for the B-spec

Force India to make its debut?

John Nicholls, UK
Because we couldn’t conclude the contract with
Toyota to use their windtunnel until mid-
December. Caterham had the contract and until
the administrators released their right to Toyota,
we couldn’t take it up. So e ectively we couldn’t
get into Toyota until early January. Then we had
to correlate programmes and move people across
to Germany, it took that long to get it through.

If you had to invite ve people from the F1

paddock for dinner, who would you pick?

Anthony Chu, Hong Kong
Bernie, for sure, because he’s wonderful
entertainment – keeps the party going. I would
also invite Eric Boullier, with whom we have a
good relationship, and Lotus’s Federico Gastaldi.
F1R: He could play the saxophone after dinner…
BF: Yes! We’d also invite Monisha Kaltenborn
[Sauber team principal], too. One more…
probably Adrian Newey as he’s good fun.

“Vijay has been the biggest

innovator of sports marketing

in India. People recognise

how visionary he is, so he’s

perceived highly”

YOU ASK THE QUESTIONS

Fortunately Peter Sauber stepped in and saved 
BMW, and Ross Brawn did the same with Honda. 
Toyota closed and everyone there lost their jobs, 
so it’s dangerous to put this sport in the hands of 
manufacturer teams. For the independents, F1 
is their business; they go motor racing and they 
don’t have any other forms of income.

Should more F1 drivers be allowed to do 

other events like Nico Hülkenberg did 

with racing at Le Mans?

Heath Richards, New Zealand
Absolutely, as long as it doesn’t con  ict. If Nico 
asked to do the Indianapolis 500, then I think 
Vijay would say no. Nothing against Indy, but 
we have to assess the risks. Vijay let Nico go and 
race for the works Porsche team and all credit 
to him for having the vision and willingness to 
allow the drivers to develop.
F1R: Didn’t Bernie give Nico a ticking o   for that?
BF: I didn’t hear that. I’m just thrilled for Nico. 
If F1 drivers are not in a winning car they can 
lose direction. Nico got an incredible lift winning 
the Le Mans 24 hours and that shows in his 
racing for Force India. He’s taken a step forward.

Are you con  dent of keeping both Nico 

Hülkenberg and Sergio Pérez for next 

year – if that is your intention?

Rian Hoskins, UK
It clearly is our intention. We have to compete as 
hard as we can and I think it’s quite feasible for 
us to take fourth place this year. We should make 
all e  orts to do so and by that we limit Nico’s 
opportunities to go somewhere else. Why would 
he want to drive for a team below us?

What three things do you miss from the 

early days of F1 that it lacks today?

Joe McGhee, Bahrain
I would probably get hauled up for not being 
politically correct if I was truly honest! When 
I started racing, it was at the back end of the 
James Hunt era and we de  nitely led a di  erent 
lifestyle to today [laughs]. You know my views 
on the celebration of excess and as someone 
who came from that era, I miss some of those 
elements. However, I’m not as young as I was…

Is it true you  rst met Vijay on a platform 

at Stockport train station in the rain?

Peter Johnson, UK
Correct. This goes back to what I was saying 
about AMCO. The factory was based just outside 
Stockport. Vijay came for a look at things. 
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What is the future of smaller teams if they 

don’t get more revenue money next year?

Giorgos Zouppouris, Cyprus
It’s well publicised from my side that it’s serious 
for the smaller teams. I was saddened to hear of 
the Lotus winding-up order that was issued back 
in July; I hope that will be resolved as there are 
a lot of families dependent on Lotus surviving. 
I fear for the future of the smaller teams if it 
doesn’t get resolved. I’m not sure that either CVC 
or the manufacturer teams are even listening – 
or care. And that’s my biggest concern.
F1R: What, if anything, can you do?
BF: We have to keep the pressure on. We have 
to work politically to try to resolve it externally. 
We have to use everything in our means to get 
the attention of CVC and the big teams. We will 
continue to do that because for the diversity of 
F1 it’s critical that the independent teams remain 
in place. We’ve had so many occasions where at 
the whim of a board meeting the manufacturer 
teams have pulled out. In the late 2000s we went 
through the whole Honda, BMW, Toyota crisis. 

Fernley with his old friend of 35 years standing, 

Force India owner and team principal Vijay Mallya
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He came up from London on the train. It was 
November, the heating had broken on the train 
and he was freezing. He’d stu  ed papers into his 
jacket to try to keep warm. That’s how we  rst 
met, 35 years ago, and we became great pals.

Paul di Resta did such a good job for Force 

India. Why didn’t you keep him?

Helen Drysdale, UK
I bought Paul into Force India through DTM and 
he did a good job for us. But there are two aspects 
to motor racing, both in and out of the car. Paul 
did a very good job technically in developing 
the car, but there are times when you become a 
liability in how you’re putting forward the team. 
Paul overstepped the mark, and regrettably the 
decision was made to replace him. It was nothing 
to do with his driving, it was how he was working 
with the team. If the team lose con  dence in a 
driver, it’s not recoverable. I’m sure if you could 
put the clock back, he’d think in a di  erent way.

Will F1 go back to India? If not, why not?

Philip Brown, UK
Vijay would love it to go back to New Delhi and 
he’s doing everything he can to make it happen. 
But I don’t think the political will is in India to 
make this happen. So I’m not optimistic, which 
is a shame because it’s a great circuit and India 
is an amazing country. I don’t think we can 
overcome the political di  erences in India. The 
only person who could succeed at that is Vijay.

How will Sergio Pérez cope with the 

pressure of his home race in Mexico?

Darren Prior, UK
He’ll be  ne, he’ll enjoy it. I think he’ll rise to 
the occasion and he’s good under pressure, 
exceptional in race conditions and if we give him 
the right car, which I hope by the time we get to 
Mexico we can, he’ll show very well. I can’t wait 
to go back to Mexico. We went last year to have 
a look and I was amazed. Mexico City surprised 

the hell out of me; it was a wonderful experience. 
The fans who go there will really enjoy it.

Is the Formula 1 Strategy Group out of 

touch with the fans?

William Johnson-Smith, UK
I don’t think it’s out of touch with the fans, I 
think it’s out of touch with where it’s going in 
terms of Formula 1. I think it disregards the fans 
actually. I’m very critical of the way the Strategy 
Group thinks and works. It’s purely self-interest 
and Force India isn’t innocent in that respect, 
but the fact that the power of F1 is e  ectively 
invested in four teams is wrong. The people who 
su  er are the other teams and the fans.

How are Force India perceived in India 

– and Vijay, given the  nancial problems 

he’s had with his companies?

Ian Sabransky, Australia
Force India is perceived positively in India. Vijay 
has been the single biggest innovator of sports 
marketing in India, using sport to promote his 
products. People recognise how visionary he is, 
so he’s perceived highly. His airline philosophy 
was ahead of its time – unfortunately he paid 
a heavy price for that. Sadly it went wrong, but 
these things happen.

How can F1 justify racing in Azerbaijan?

Julie Bennett, UK
I don’t think that it has to justify it. Formula 1 
is a global sport and if a country wants to be a 
part of that programme, it should be given every 
opportunity to do so. Why should we distinguish 
between Azerbaijan and India? If a country is 
ready to embrace F1, then we’ll be there to work 
with them.

Does Vijay Mallya’s hairstyle scare you?

Robert Sin  eld, UK
[Laughs] Not as much as losing my own hair.  

What do you think is stopping Force India 

from being able to fi ght for race victories? 
Matt Bewers, UK

It’s predominantly budget. Force India today employees 375 people, Mercedes probably 
have 800. So just the human resource element speaks for itself. But beyond that there 
are assets the other teams have that we don’t. We need to get costs and regulations 
under control so that all teams can compete on an even keel. There will never be a level 
playing  eld, but the disparity is too extreme and we need to address that. As long as that 
disparity is there, the smaller teams will never be able to  ght for victories.



For the uninitiated, Japanese culture 

can seem a little bit, well, bonkers 

(in a good way, of course). And that 

endearingly crazy streak has carried 

over into the country’s Formula 1 race…

JAPAN
WHY F1 IS BIG IN

WORDS JAMES ATTWOOD
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The flying Dutchman who
ensured Suzuka wasn’t flat

Honda president Soichiro Honda

wasn’t happy. The  rm had been planning 
to build a new test track near Suzuka City, 
but the  at circuit proposed for the rice 
 elds Honda had bought failed to impress 

him. So he called John Hugenholtz, 
director of the Zandvoort circuit.

Hugenholtz headed to Japan on a 
helicopter reconnaissance mission and 
spotted a range of hills in the middle of 
the rice  elds. He recognised it as the 
perfect location for a properly challenging 
circuit, and plans quickly took shape. These 
included an unusual crossover section to 
balance the number of left- and right-hand 
turns, and also to minimise the amount of 
earth-moving. Suzuka opened in 1962, and 
was an instant hit. More remarkable is that 
it took another 25 years for F1 to visit.  

The first ever Japanese GP
set the standard for high drama

Held at Fuji Speedway on 24 October
1976, the inaugural Japanese Grand Prix
featured many of the elements that would
become recurring themes of the race: rain,
incidents, a smattering of controversy, and
a title showdown so incredible it could be
used as the climax of a Hollywood movie.
Oh wait, it already has been…

The title battle, of course, was James
Hunt vs Niki Lauda. And it very nearly
didn’t happen: with heavy rain and low
fog covering Fuji on race day, there was
plenty of debate about whether the event
should even go ahead. It did, and while
Hunt stormed into an early lead, Lauda
– just months after his life-threatening
Nürburgring shunt – withdrew early,
saying it was too dangerous.

The drama wasn’t over. On a drying
track Hunt dropped down to fth with a
puncture. But he clawed his way back up
to third, winning the title by a single point.

2 2

1 1

James Hunt and Niki Lauda at Fuji in 1976 prior to the conclusion of their epic title battle (1);

A view of Suzuka showing how John Hugenholtz worked the range of hills into its design (2)
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Mechanics attend Nigel Mansell’s damaged Williams after his title-dream-destroying crash at Suzuka’s Esses in 1987 (3); Piquet tops the podium at Suzuka in 

1990 with Aguri Suzuki scoring Japan’s first F1 podium in third (4); Sauber’s Kamui Kobayashi takes another third-place podium for Japan at Suzuka in 2012 (5) 

…and Kamui Kobayashi 
repeated the trick

Over the course of his F1 career, 
Kamui Kobayashi developed a reputation 
for being a little bit overexcitable, which 
meant he was always good value to watch 
– especially on home turf.

Kobayashi made his F1 race weekend 
debut in Japan for Toyota, stepping in 
during practice at Suzuka in 2009 when 
Timo Glock was taken ill. Glock recovered 
for FP3 and qualifying, only to be put out 
of action again after a big crash. Toyota 
applied for dispensation for Kobayashi to 
race, but this was rejected by the FIA.

Once Toyota quit F1, Kobayashi secured 
a 2010 seat with Sauber. He put in several 
strong drives that year, but his best was at 
Suzuka, when he charged from 14th on the 
grid to seventh. His  nest hour, however, 
came in 2012, also at Suzuka. He quali  ed 
fourth, and then held o   Jenson Button’s 
McLaren to claim his only podium  nish.

Remarkably, the 17 Japanese drivers to 
have started a grand prix have achieved 
just three podiums; two of those at home.

Aguri Suzuki claimed 
Japan’s fi rst F1 podium…

Most people remember the 1990 
Japanese GP race purely for the  rst-corner 
incident, when Ayrton Senna ploughed 
into Alain Prost to secure his third world 
championship. It overshadowed the 
relatively staid race that followed, with 
Nigel Mansell leading until his Ferrari’s 
gearbox broke, handing the win to Nelson 
Piquet, with Piquet’s Benetton team-mate 
Roberto Moreno  nishing second.

Still, Japanese fans had plenty to 
celebrate. Aguri Suzuki had endured a 
fairly anonymous season in his Larrousse 
team’s Lola-Lamborghini, with nine 
retirements and just two sixth-place 
 nishes. But Suzuki’s knowledge of Suzuka 

helped him qualify in ninth, and the high 
attrition at the front of the pack pitched 
him into a battle with Williams-Renault 
duo Riccardo Patrese and Thierry Boutsen 
for third. The Williams had the edge on 
pace, but Suzuki nursed his tyres without 
stopping, claiming the  rst F1 podium for 
a Japanese racer, at his home GP to boot!

Nigel Mansell proved
just how tough Suzuka is

Suzuka’s reputation as one of F1’s 
most challenging tracks was underscored 
by Nigel Mansell in the  rst competitive 
session held there, which decided the 
outcome of the 1987 world championship.

That year’s Japanese GP was the 
penultimate race of the season, with 
Williams-Honda team-mates Nigel Mansell 
and Nelson Piquet battling for the title.

Piquet set the pace early in Friday 
qualifying, and when Mansell attempted 
to outdo him he spun at the Esses, making 
heavy contact with the tyre barrier and 
su  ering a neck injury that ruled him out 
of the  nal two races of the season. Piquet 
was champion before the race even began.

After that, the race itself was something 
of an anticlimax, dominated by the Ferrari 
of Gerhard Berger – much to the chagrin 
of Honda’s top brass, who were desperate 
for a home win. And that’s actually been 
something of a recurring theme at Suzuka: 
Honda-powered cars have won at the 
circuit only twice.

543
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Irvine infamously gets in the way of Senna 

at Suzuka 1993, with lively consequences…

Jenson Button 

celebrates his 2011 

Japanese GP win 

with partner Jessica 

Michibata. He later said: 

“This is second only to 

a home victory for me”
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Japan’s most successful 
‘home hero’ is actually a Brit

Jenson Button has never had much 
luck at his home grand prix at Silverstone 
– but it’s been a very di  erent story at his 
uno   cial second ‘home race’. 

Button’s wife, Jessica Michibata, is 
half-Japanese, and Button spent plenty of 
time in Japan when he drove for Honda’s 
works team. He demonstrated his a   nity 
with the country at the 2011 Japanese GP, 
which was the  rst race held there after 
the devastating Tohoku earthquake and 
tsunami in March of that year. Button wore 
a special helmet, which he later auctioned 
for charity – and, much to the delight of the 
appreciative crowd, claimed an impressive 
victory after an intense battle with 
Fernando Alonso and Sebastian Vettel.

It’s a place for F1 rookies
to make a punchy debut

Here’s how to cause a stir on your F1 
debut: qualify eighth in a Jordan-Hart; 
battle your way up the order; hold up race 
leader Ayrton Senna when he tries to lap 
you; brie  y unlap yourself; and  nish sixth 
to score points. Oh, and then get punched 
by Senna for failing to show contrition 
when he stops by to berate you.

“The Japanese people here have been
so supportive of us and hopefully we have
planted a small, good memory in their
heads as it has been a very di cult year
for them,” said Button after the race. “It’s
such an emotional victory; this is second
only to a home victory for me.”

That’s exactly what Eddie Irvine did 
at Suzuka in 1993. He had plenty of 
experience of the circuit after three years 
spent competing in Japanese Formula 
3000, and he made it count. That refers 
both to him demonstrating his on-track 
potential and in his ability to generate 
column inches o  -track, with memorably 
pithy lines such as: “When I saw he was 
going to punch me, I thought ‘Okay, here’s 
a few quid coming my way.’”  

6

7

7

6
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It usually all ends with 
a spot of karaoke

It’s only  tting that a look at Japanese 
Formula 1 idiosyncrasy ends at Suzuka’s 
Log Cabin. Since entertainment options 
are limited in the vicinity of the track, 
the Log Cabin, and associated karaoke 
establishments, are the venues of choice 
for post-race celebrations. 

Precise details about the often booze-
fuelled goings-on within the bar tend 
to be sketchy. But tales include Michael 
Schumacher ripping o   his brother Ralf’s 
Toyota shirt before heading o   to hijack 
a fork-lift truck – when he wasn’t busy 
blasting out karaoke Queen songs. 

Then there’s the tale of Ayrton Senna 
celebrating his 1990 world championship 
in the log cabin, pointedly o ering a
heartfelt ‘Prost’ before downing his drink.
See what he did there?

Seeds of the Vettel/Webber
conflict were sown in Japan

In 2007, F1 returned to the Fuji
Speedway for the rst time since 1977. The
Safety Car was deployed for the rst 19 laps
due to rain, then reappeared later on after
Fernando Alonso crashed heavily. That
incident closed up the pack, with Red Bull’s
Mark Webber running second, just ahead
of Toro Rosso’s Sebastian Vettel.

Misjudging his speed as he entered the
nal corner just before the restart, Vettel

slammed into the car in front – the Red
Bull of Webber. Both drivers were knocked

You can rely on the weather
to make the schedule unreliable

On 9 October 2004, the imminent
arrival of Typhoon Ma-on prompted race
organisers to cancel all on-track action
at Suzuka on Saturday. Qualifying was
held early on Sunday morning after the
remnants of the storm had passed, which
proved to be an incredibly popular move.

Six years later to the day, on 9 October
2010, heavy rain drenched Suzuka on the
Saturday, and organisers were again forced
to abandon qualifying and switch it to
Sunday morning. Once again the concept
proved popular, this time prompting calls
for Sunday qualifying to become a regular
feature to spice up race weekends.

Of course, it’s not just typhoons that
have hampered the country’s Formula 1
events. In 1994, Japan was handed a
second race, the Paci c Grand Prix, due
to F1’s growing popularity in the country.
Held at the remote TI Aida circuit, the 1995
event had to be postponed from April until
October because the Kobe region was hit
by an earthquake. The revised date was
just a week before the Japanese GP, and
most fans chose Suzuka: it’s estimated that
the Aida crowd numbered only around
15,000. The Paci c Grand Prix failed to
return to the Formula 1 calendar for 1996.

out of the race and Lewis Hamilton cruised 
to victory.

“He did a very good job of hitting me 
very hard under the Safety Car,” fumed 
Webber afterwards. “I think he will have 
learnt a very valuable lesson.”

It was the  rst on-track altercation 
between the two. It wouldn’t be the last.

8

8

9

9

10

10

Boats replace cars in 2010 (8); Vettel and Webber pre-clash 

in 2007 (9); Senna celebrates in the Log Cabin in 1990 (10)
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The Clubbies reward eff ort, integrity and 
sportsmanship. 

Winners will be announced at the Ultimate 
Sport Expo at Melbourne Showground 
(November 21-23).

To vote for yourself, 
your team-mate, your 
coach, your club, or 
someone you know, just go to the website:  
www.insidesport.com.au/theclubbies

You’ll fi nd all the information you need there, 
including the judging criteria and process, plus 
the terms and conditions.

The Clubbies will be presented 
in six categories.

1. BEST CLUB 
2. BEST COACH
3. BEST PLAYER

4. BEST CLUB STALWART
5. BEST SPORTING EDUCATION

6. BEST TEAM

HYUNDAI iMAX For Lives Lived Large
iMax off ers exceptional seating fl exibility for eight 

people plus cargo, in a stylish shutt le

DO YOU BELONG
TO THE BEST
SPORTS CLUB
IN AUSTRALIA?

Australia owes its sporting success to a 
volunteer army. It’s grassroots sport that is the 
heartbeat of all Australian communities, bringing 
people together in healthy competition, keeping 
them fi t and active, building connections and 
friendships. And grassroots sports is driven by a 
legion of great characters. 

These “legends in their own backyards” usually 
go unrecognised. Inside Sport, in partnership with 
the Confederation of Australian Sport, wants to 
put that right. We want to fi nd the truly unsung 
champions of Australian sport – and then reward 
their clubs with great prizes to improve their 
facilities.

For the grand prize, the Best Club, Inside Sport 
has a sensational Hyundai iMax to win – the 
perfect vehicle for teams on the move.

So do something great for your club. Go online 
now and register your vote for The Clubbies!

www.insidesport.com.au/theclubbies 

I T ’ S  T I M E  T O  V O T E

WIN A HYUNDAI IMAX
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At the start of 2014,

Roberto Merhi’s

motorsport career

looked to be over. Now,

thanks to his fighting

spirit and a dash of good

fortune, he’s racing in

F1 for Manor Marussia

Less than a year passed between Spain’s
Roberto Merhi thinking his racing career was
 nished and then making his F1 debut for Manor

Marussia at the Malaysian GP this year. It was
a remarkable turnaround for a driver whose
two-year stint with Mercedes in the DTM yielded
very little to celebrate over the course of 2012-13.
Merhi was subsequently deemed surplus
to requirements by Mercedes, and without
sponsorship his options looked to have dried up.

But all was not lost. His determined scramble
from motorsport scrapheap to a Formula 1 seat
started when he was invited to test for Formula
Renault 3.5 team Zeta Corse in March 2014. Yet
this also started badly. “My rst test in a single-
seater after two years in DTM was impossible,”
he says. “My rst lap was ten seconds o the
pace and I said to the team: ‘I cannot go ten
seconds faster.’ There was too much downforce
and I was really surprised by how quick you
could go in a single-seater. After that rst try
I thought I should stop – it was too quick for me.”

Driver and team persevered, and after a few
races Merhi found himself leading a previously
mid  eld team into title contention. He won three
times to make it to the nal round as eventual
champion Carlos Sainz’s closest challenger. It
didn’t matter that Sainz beat him to the crown;
Merhi had restored a reputation that had been
languishing in the doldrums since he won the F3
Euro Series championship in 2011.

Merhi had raced for Manor in his F3 days, and
this undoubtedly helped him secure an F1 drive
with Manor Marussia. In his rst full season of
F3 in 2009, Merhi nished seventh for Manor in
a year dominated by Jules Bianchi, with future
Williams star Valtteri Bottas in third. Merhi
switched to Mücke Motorsport for the following
season, but remained on very good terms with
Manor – a relationship he has rekindled at the
highest level in 2015.

2 0 1 5  

Signs for Pons Racing in 

Formula Renault 3.5, then 

seals last-minute F1 drive 

with Manor Marussia

Date of birth 22 March 1991               Place of birth Castellón, Spain               Team Manor Marussia               Role Racing driverFACTF ILE
2 0 1 4  

Finishes third in Formula 

Renault 3.5, and takes part 

in three practice sessions 

with Caterham in F1

2 0 1 2  

Becomes part of the 

Mercedes-Benz Junior Team, 

and spends two seasons 

racing for them in the DTM

2 0 1 1  

In his third season of F3 

Euro Series, he wins the 

championship with 

Prema Powertrain

2 0 0 6  

Starts his car-racing 

career with outings in 

Italian Formula Renault 

and Spanish F3

B AT T L I N G  B A C K  F R O M  T H E  B R I N K

“It was special to come back to Manor,” 
he says. “The team worked so hard over the 
winter to be on the grid, and I really like them 
from the past. The atmosphere is better than 
anywhere else I have raced. If I make a mistake 
here, everyone says: ‘Don’t worry, mistakes can 
happen.’ You feel like you are in a big family.”

Merhi’s  rst F1 outings took place towards 
the end of 2014, in free practice sessions with 
Caterham at Monza, Suzuka and Sochi, during 
which he twice outpaced the team’s race driver 
Marcus Ericsson. But his graduation to a race 
seat seemed unlikely: even before Caterham 
folded, Merhi’s lack of funding seemed certain 
to prevent him from landing an F1 drive for 2015. 

Assistance came from his homeland. Over the 
winter, Spanish Formula Renault 3.5 team Pons 
Racing set about sourcing su   cient sponsors to 
allow them to o  er Merhi a free drive. In March 
2015, shortly before his Manor F1 deal came 
together, Merhi signed a deal with Pons. With 
the exception of Monaco (where Renault 3.5 was 
on the support bill) there are no clashes between 
the two schedules, and Merhi has been keen to 
honour his commitment to Pons.

“Pons pushed really hard to have me in the 
car and to  nd the sponsors to give me a drive 
with them,” he says. “They have been doing this 
since November, and it would have been really 
bad if I had said that I didn’t want to drive for 
them any more.”

Doing double duty between the two series 
is nothing new. Red Bull in particular have a 
tendency to promote their drivers to F1 mid-
season and keep them racing in Renault 3.5. But 
Merhi’s motivation is di  erent to the reasoning 
that led to Sebastian Vettel, Jaime Alguersuari 
and Daniel Ricciardo taking a similar path, and 
he believes it can have a positive e  ect on his 
season at the back of the  eld in F1.

“I think that mentally it’s better to do both,” he 
says. “In Formula 1 obviously we cannot  ght for 
wins, so if I’m doing another championship with 
the philosophy of  ghting at the front it keeps me 
performing better, because when you’re driving 
at the back you can feel down.”

And that’s the biggest challenge for Merhi in 
F1: keeping his spirits high so he can spend the 
second half of the year giving team-mate Will 
Stevens more to think about. Merhi has done as 
much as he can to address the weight di  erence 
between the two, primarily, he says, “by just 
eating salad”, and as the season has progressed 
Manor have been better equipped to give both 
drivers equal machinery.

The years between Merhi’s F3 title and his 
Formula 1 debut hardly panned out as he would 
have expected, but he now believes that the 
“bad experiences” he endured have all played 
their part in him being “fully prepared” for 
F1 when the opportunity  nally arose. While 
driving for Manor isn’t easy, Merhi is showing 
a resilience and determination that could help 
prolong his career in the future. He fought 
hard to make it up the ladder to reach F1; expect 
him to keep on  ghting to stay there.  





When racing drivers want to hone their 

considerable skills, there’s only one man to call: a 

grizzled, 62-year-old, chain-smoking Vauxhall Astra 

driver who works from an old airfi eld near Rugby…

WORDS JAMES ROBERTS     PICTURES NEAL HAYNES

LESSONS FROM THE

MASTER

 T
he peace and charm of rural Leicestershire 
are shattered this Sunday morning by 
the squeal of tyre scrub and the sharp 

acceleration of a Vauxhall Astra. Typically, old 
air  elds are bustling places early on weekend 
mornings, when car boot sales take over. Not in 
Bruntingthorpe, just o   the M1 near Rugby.

This unlikely venue is where aspiring, and 
current, F1 drivers come to develop their talent. 
They come to see the master, the man who can 
unlock their full potential. This is the domain 
of Rob Wilson, a 62-year-old chain-smoking 
former racer, who teaches manipulation, weight 
transfer, feel and rates of input.

Winding around old aircraft is a series of 
runways, access roads, and the odd battered red 
cone that denotes an apex point or, more strictly 
speaking, the point of rotation. There are no 
fancy racing cars here, nothing 21st century or 
digital. Just Rob, his briefcase, a packet of fags 
and – crucially – his old Nokia mobile phone.

Today, Williams F1 development driver and 
GP2 winner Alex Lynn is having a lesson with 
Wilson, and F1 Racing has been invited to 
listen in on the tutorial from the back seat of an 

ordinary, road-going Vauxhall Astra. “As it’s a 
Sunday we’ll often listen to The Archers as we 
go round. It’s all very relaxed,” says gravel-toned 
Wilson, in between gulps of tobacco smoke.

Lynn, 21, has travelled to Bruntingthorpe 
many times over the past couple of years and 
is typical of the modern breed of racing driver: 
clean-cut, smart, articulate and super-  t. He’s a 
complete contrast to Wilson, an old-school racer 
who competed alongside Derek Warwick and 
Nelson Piquet in British F3 in the late 1970s, 
and has cut down to only 30 cigarettes a day.

Today, Lynn is on his own, but drivers are 
often accompanied by their race engineers. 
Recently, Valtteri Bottas visited Wilson with 
his Williams engineer Jonathan Eddolls. “It’s 
important,” says Wilson, “to bridge the gap 
between the two. Engineers ‘see’ oversteer on 
the telemetry, but it’s the drivers who feel it. 
That’s an important distinction.”

Up in Wilson’s o   ce overlooking the 
aerodrome, he pulls out a small laptop, a phone, 
a few bits of paper and a packet of Rothmans. 
Waiting outside is a bright red Astra, a GTC 
coupé, fairly sporty but not heavily tuned-up.

“It’s such a raw form of driving, in a normal 
road car at an air  eld with a few cones dotted 
around,” says Lynn. “As a result, every piece of 
input you make with the car is obvious. You can 
instantly feel if something’s gone right or wrong, 
because a racing car is so  nely tuned it masks a 
lot of things – in a road car, you can’t get away 
from it. So you have to be extremely sensitive 
with everything you do in this car.”

Last season, Lynn won the GP3 series and 
has already stood on the top step of the podium 
in GP2 this year. He’s clearly talented, so what 
can he learn from sitting alongside Wilson in a 
Vauxhall Astra?

“He can teach me how to take my driving to 
the next level,” explains Lynn. “Rob can unlock 
areas in my driving that I couldn’t  nd in any 
other way and all of this additional knowledge 
makes me a better driver.”

Wilson, studying his pupil intently, expands: 
“It’s not about making Alex faster because he’s 
born fast and that’s the case with most racing 
drivers. Although,” he adds, “there are those who 
are not racing drivers who drive racing cars. 
They’re the ones you need to speed up. 
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“Rob can unlock
areas in my driving
that I couldn’t
find in any other
way and all of
this additional
knowledge makes
me a better driver”

“With Alex, I’m teaching him to manipulate
a car, not necessarily to corner faster, but to get
the weight out of it, reduce tyre scrub and to
view an apex as a rotational point rather than a
geometric spot on the track – and to drive the car
as much with his feet as his hands. Let’s do a few
laps and you can see what we’re talking about.”
While we set up for a few photos of the pair

of them in front of one of the disused aircraft,
Wilson notices part of the concrete surface.
“Look at this here,” he says enthusiastically,
rubbing his foot on it. “We’ve been driving
around here for 15 years or so and look at the
e ect that’s had on the track surface. When the
weight is shifted out of the car, the road surface
takes that force and look at the impact it’s had.”
Managing weight transfer is a crucial element

in the Rob Wilson school of performance driving,
as he’s about to demonstrate. He climbs into
the driver’s seat and does a sighter lap of the
aerodrome course. Every conceivable type of
corner has been engineered into this lap, from
at-out long-radius turns, to hairpins, chicanes,
corners that induce wheelspin and what Wilson
calls a ‘Middle Eastern’ corner, typically a long

curve with a di cult-to-pick-out late apex – very
common on the newer Tilke-designed tracks.
At the start of the next lap, Lynn is handed

Wilson’s old Nokia 6310i, not to make a call –
but to use as a stopwatch. This phone has timed
everyone on this track, from the likes of Heikki
Kovalainen and Takuma Sato to members of
the current grid, including Nico Rosberg, Kimi
Räikkönen, Bottas and Pastor Maldonado.
Seemingly e ortlessly, Wilson puts in a 1min
48.9sec lap. He dodges a hare on his next tour
and casually mentions that while entering a high-
speed right-hander, “Pastor once went o here.”
“One of the most common questions drivers

ask me is how they can improve their qualifying,”
says Wilson while waiting for the Astra’s brakes
to cool. “Drivers say they’re okay once they’ve
got going, but nd it hard to perform on the rst
or second lap when the tyres are at their peak.
So that’s something we practice again and again.
Stopping. Then doing one lap. Stopping. And
doing one lap. Being able to switch yourself on
from the word go.
“To do that, you need to get a feel for the

slightly di erent conditions of the road surface

or tyre from when you were last in the car, and
that’s all done in the rst ve per cent of input,”
he continues. “If in the rst 2.5 per cent you
realise you’ve pushed the brakes too hard, or
not hard enough, that’s when you start to make
that adjustment. Thereby you’re able to get
the information back to your brain before the
mistake has happened. So if you concentrate
on that rst fraction of weight transfer, you can
respond to it before the second bit of weight
transfer. It’s not about correcting mistakes, it’s
a form of manipulation.”
By retaining a bit of ex in their shoulders,

elbows and wrists, a driver can feel what the
car is doing as it’s transmitted through their
whole body. And any abrupt movements on the
steering wheel or pedals will create shockwaves
throughout the car and force a reaction. When
Alex takes to the wheel, he’s fractionally faster
than Rob’s baseline time, but also fractionally
less smooth with his steering inputs. Wilson talks
him through alternate lines on entry and exit to
various corners.
“Feel the weight coming out of the car,” Wilson

says to him. “Transfer the weight under

Wilson chats to Lynn in his offi ce above the aerodrome (left); 

the essential tools of Wilson’s trade (below); teacher and 

pupil take to the track in Wilson’s Vauxhall Astra (bottom)
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Rob Wilson was born in a village 

in New Zealand on 6 September 

1952. Despite his keen interest 

in music, what brought him to 

England was racing. In the mid-1970s 

he’d succeeded at the Goodwood 

Racing School and been rewarded 

with the chance to compete in a 

dozen Formula Ford races.

By 1976 he had teamed up with 

Tim Schenken and fellow Kiwi 

Howden Ganley, who founded Tiga 

becoming their works Formula Ford 

driver. Three years later, he competed 

in British F3 and with a win at Mallory 

Park fi nished fourth overall, leading 

to another season with Ralt in 1980.

After picking up a Formula 1 

superlicence he was nearly given 

a chance to make his debut in F1 at 

the 1981 Belgian GP by Ken Tyrrell, 

until Michele Alboreto appeared 

and bought the drive. Two years 

later he was fi nally hired by Ken… 

but only to play in the band at 

Alboreto’s leaving party.

During the 1980s, Wilson 

competed in sportscars in the 

USA and also won the Barber Saab 

title in 1990. While he was there, he 

started to coach up-and-coming 

drivers. He stopped commuting to 

the US in the late 1990s “when they 

banned smoking on fl ights”.

Wilson began teaching from the 

Motor Industry Research Association 

and Goodwood proving grounds, and 

has been based at Bruntingthorpe 

for 15 years, coaching current and 

future F1 drivers.

Who is 
Rob Wilson?
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With these pointers, Lynn’s next lap around
Bruntingthorpe is even quicker, a few tenths
across roughly a 100-second lap. Sitting in the
rear passenger seat, it’s hard to see where the
improvement came from, but the incremental
inputs at every corner all add up.

Wilson suggests he should do one more
lap before they retire to the pub to debrief.
Lynn clutches the Nokia and turns o the air
conditioning. What follows is a masterly display
of car control, optimum speed, minimal inputs,
control of rotation and forward momentum – at
all times. A glance at the Nokia: the lap time is
a second quicker than the best time of the day.
Wilson shrugs his shoulders and suggests we
stop there. Lunch is beckoning. “Plus time is
short as I’ve got to be in Woolwich later,” he
announces. “I’m playing with my country rock
band, Grand Prairie, and we have a gig tonight.”

With that, our two protagonists head o for
lunch. After this, they will go their separate ways.
Lynn will make his way to his next GP2 race
thinking of rates of input and weight transfer,
while Wilson will don his Crombie and take his
bass guitar down south.

“Instead of chasing 
setup, if the driver 
adjusts how they 
drive the car and 
manipulates 
what the car does, 
they will create 
fewer problems”

braking, don’t force on the brakes.” Through the 
‘Middle Eastern’ corner, Lynn gets on the power, 
the back steps out slightly and he corrects it. 
“The natural instinct is to correct it, but next lap 
don’t; use it as a rotation,” advises Wilson.

“Often the drivers will return to the pits and 
tell their engineers that they have oversteer, 
which will then be dialled out of the car with 
less wing, which will cause more problems 
elsewhere on the lap. Instead of chasing setup, 
if the driver adjusts the way they drive the car 
and manipulates what the car does, they will 
create fewer problems.”

On another tight right-hander, Wilson spots 
a further example of where Alex just needs to 

introduce just a slight re  nement. This isn’t 
a driving lesson, this is about making minute 
adjustments at the  rst moment of input. 
“Coming out of the corner after the hairpin,” 
says Wilson, “he should hold the inside for a bit 
longer and then get the weight out of it to get 
a  atter car. Alex is doing that, but I could feel 
a little bit of wheelspin and a bit of tyre scrub, 
so I said give up the idea of the line and tease it 
out – go with the grip instead. So he teased the 
steering out, straightened it up – these are very 
subtle things that he understands.” 

Wilson and Lynn take turns behind the wheel, with Wilson 

putting the emphasis on minor adjustments that will improve 

overall performance, ultimately leading to a quicker lap time

It’s not quite a Williams FW37, but Wilson’s trusty 

Astra will help Lynn take his driving to another level
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avid Brabham comes from a 
family with a rich racing heritage, but 
he’s very much his own man. In fact, 

he was 17 before actually discovering motorsport 
and following in the footsteps of his father, triple 
world champion Sir Jack Brabham.

While elder brothers Geo   and Gary had 
been busy racing whatever they could lay their 
hands on, pick-up trucks were the most powerful 
machines to have come David’s way while he 
worked on the family farm in Australia. It wasn’t 
until he visited Geo   in an IndyCar workshop 
in the USA that David happened to set eyes on 
a kart for the  rst time – and had to ask what it 
was! The answer must have been the right one, 
because it triggered an immediate desire to go 
racing. Making up for lost time in every sense, 
David became British F3 champion in 1989, won 
the Macau F3 Grand Prix, the Spa 24 Hours, took 
class wins at Le Mans, and eventually claimed 
the Le Mans 24 Hours with Peugeot in 2009.

Throughout all that, F1 was always the goal, 
although the romance attached to eventually 
racing for Brabham was not matched by the 
results from a team that was a sad shadow of the 

out  t started by David’s father 30 years before.
The lowest point had to be Imola 1994, when 

his Simtek team-mate Roland Ratzenberger was 
killed in a qualifying accident. This spectrum of 
motorsport highs and lows has given Brabham 
the perfect credentials to start up a project that 
taps into his experience in a unique way. But, 
before anything could be implemented, David 
had to wage a seven-year legal battle for the right 
to use the family name. 

It has simply been another  ght – albeit an 
entirely unexpected one – to add to his tally of 
wins. I get to hear all about it over lunch in the 
Wykham Arms at Sibford Gower, not far from 
his home in rural Oxfordshire where he lives 

with wife Lisa and son Sam. 
Maurice Hamilton: I can’t believe you’ve 
actually had to go to great lengths simply to 
use your own name. When did this happen?
David Brabham: I got the name back on 
Christmas Day 2012. It was seven years 
previously that I heard that someone had 
registered the Brabham name. We obviously 
had to  nd out who this bloke was and what he 
was doing. That was quite a process even before 
opening communication and asking questions 
like: ‘What the hell are you doing?’ They had 
absolutely nothing to do with us.
MH: So anyone can register any name they like?
DB: They can. But, in this case, they were using 
the history of our name – which is a di  erent 
thing. We couldn’t do anything for seven years. 
In some ways it was a blessing, because seven 
years ago and all the way through the crash from 
2007-09 I would never have been able to do 
what I’m doing now. If I’d built something up 
before that, it would have been hammered.
MH: You were obviously thinking of your future 
beyond racing. What was the plan?
DB: Yeah, you don’t make buckets in 

The son of Sir Jack, David Brabham, opens up about the tragic death of his team-

mate Roland Ratzenberger in 1994, and an unexpected battle to use his own name

PORTRAITS SAM BLOXHAM/LAT

“That weekend at Imola, people had 
a strange feeling they were tapping 
into before all the chaos happened. 
There was an energy about the 
place we’d never felt before; as if we 
were feeling it before it happened”

D

THE MAURICE 
HAMILTON
INTERVIEW
David Brabham
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sportscar racing; you live the dream. So it was a 
case of ‘Okay, now we’ve got the name, what do  
we do with it?’ We started with a clean sheet of 
paper. I got a branding expert to come in to have 
a look at what Brabham is. He did a 15-month 
research project and came up with a brand bible, 
telling us exactly what Brabham is; what people 
think and feel about it. I wanted to be seen more 
as a commercial brand than a motorsport brand.

DB: Up to a point, yes. When my father passed 
away, the headlines talked about him being an 
inspiration and a brilliant engineer who was 
at the forefront of a changing F1. But then, of 
course, the Brabham story continued in a similar 
vein with Gordon Murray. That’s what people 
remember about Brabham. Dad being a brilliant 
engineer is one part of Brabham. Inspiration 
is another. Pioneering thinking another; 

innovation, yet another. All of this tied in with 
what the brand research told us, and then the 
reaction when Dad died con  rmed it.

For many years I’d been thinking I’d really 
like to see Brabham as a race team again. But I’d 
been in the industry long enough to know how 
hard it is for teams to survive. People had said
I’d make a great team manager. But why would 
I want to do that? In my head, I was still a driver.
MH: You guys are all the same. Can’t help 
yourselves, can you?
DB: I know. But, at the same time, I’ve lived 
it. The reason I’ve driven for a lot of teams is 
because they’d run out of money and I had to 
 nd someone else to pay me. So the management 

side didn’t really interest me, and yet I felt that 
for Brabham to be used as a brand in the way 

that we wanted, we’d really need a race team I 
could run. It was a case of working out how 
I could look at this in a di  erent way. 

We brought some creative people on board 
and came up with the idea of using the race team 
as a tool to provide people with a completely 
di  erent motorsport experience. Brabham 
will provide a unique experience. Fans can be 
involved. They can engage, contribute, vote 
on stu  ; really feel it’s their team. Everything 
we learn, we will share. We came up with a 
knowledge-sharing and e-learning platform 
called ‘Brabham Digital’. Online, you’ll be able to 
tap into it and get involved whether you’re a fan, 
a driver or an engineer.
MH: I guess there’s a subscription of some sort?
DB: Yes, a monthly subscription. If, say, you’re 
an engineer somewhere else in the world, you 
never get close to what goes on behind closed 
doors within engineering. But if we can inspire 
young engineers, give them access to become 
part of the development of the engineering side 
of the race team, people will grow with us as we 
grow. I’ve looked at it from a completely di  erent 

angle. We’re not just a race team. The race team 
is a vehicle for our model.
MH: What stage are you at with this concept?
DB: Having come up with the idea, it was a case 
of working out how to take it to market. We did 
a crowdfunding campaign last September and 
raised £278,000 over six weeks. At the time 
we were the biggest sporting crowdfunding 
campaign ever. Ours was just about to end 
when Caterham did their own crowdfunding 
campaign, which was very di  erent and 
provided an acid test for us. We were about fan 
involvement, sharing the knowledge, getting 
involved. Caterham were ‘save our race team’. 
People compared the two and we came out quite 
favourably; the contributions actually went up 
quite a bit because all that exposure was going 

“Dad being a brilliant engineer is one 
part of Brabham. Inspiration is another. 
Pioneering thinking yet another”

MH: Are you saying that even though your name 
is steeped in a motorsport tradition money can’t 
buy, you needed to look beyond that? 
DB: Yes. If you look at race teams and how they 
brand themselves, they’re a long way from the 
commercial world outside motorsport. I tried 
to learn from that. We have to have a consistent 
brand message: integration; pioneering; 
innovation; engineering. That’s what Brabham 
means. Everything we do has to have our DNA so 
the consumer knows exactly what Brabham is. I 
don’t think motorsport brands do a very good job 
at that because they’re generally associated with 
a race team, and that’s all. Our product is very 
di  erent; it’s much more than that.
MH: But the basis surely has to be everything 
that your father did?
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on with Caterham. It brought more people on 
board. When the campaign closed, we did a 
research model through the crowdfunding. Two 
things became clear: people liked the idea that 
Brabham is coming back. And they also liked 
the fact that they could buy into these packages 
at a discounted price when we get it up and 
running. We did two further surveys within the 
motorsport community and put the business 
plan together based on that research. 
MH: What category of racing are you looking at?
DB: The World Endurance Championship, 
starting o   with LMP2, which has a cost cap. 
That will help us keep costs under control 
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Right: In 1987 he was Australian Drivers’ 

Champion; then he left for Europe.
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MH: Do you think these  ndings encapsulate F1’s 
image problem at the moment? 
DB: Yeah, I think so. F1’s been a very successful 
model for a long time and I’m not here to knock 
it. All I’m saying is that we can see what’s 
happening in F1. We can see what’s happening 
with the community mindset of wanting to 
be involved and close to the action, partly 
because technology is changing our lives. The 
community’s expectation has changed compared 
to what it was. Think about when my dad was 
racing. There were big crowds in the 1960s 

Victory at the 2009 Le Mans 24 Hours, driving for 

Peugeot, alongside Marc Gené and Alex Wurz.

Brabham senior wasn’t fond of Le Mans but he did 

contest the 24 hours. In 1958 he shared an Aston 

Martin DBR1 with Stirling Moss (far left)

Dad hated Le Mans. I’ve always viewed it 
quite differently. For me, it’s been Mecca

until we get everything up and running. Then the 
idea would be to do LMP1, but we’d have to make 
sure we get the right partners. Meanwhile, we 
can use our model to involve people, particularly 
engineers, in the project. 

We’ve been talking to a CAD software 
company that’s very interested in this 
collaborative design idea with engineers around 
the world. That’s just one example of a number 
of people who have come knocking on our door. 
We’re not quite ready yet because we need the 
funding to put all the people in place to be able 
to deal with it. 

We’ve done things in reverse. Usually teams 
start up, race against each other and try to create 
a fan base in the hope that in a few years’ time, 
they’ll have a following to help sell what they’re 

doing. We used crowdfunding, which ended up 
with more than 3,000 people from 64 countries 
contributing and being part of it.
MH: What have you learnt about today’s fans?
DB: People’s habits are changing thanks to 
Twitter, Facebook, mobile phone apps and 
so on. People can access information really 
quickly. That’s what they expect. With that 
in mind, racing is an old model. If you’re not 
tapping into this new mindset, then I think you 
could be in trouble in years to come. I see it as 
an opportunity for Brabham to use the latest 
technology to get people involved and not think 
of ourselves as just a race team spending loads of 
money trying to beat another race team. Our aim 
is to give people around the world a really unique 
motorsport experience by being part of our team. 
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Dad hated Le Mans. I’ve always viewed it quite
di erently. For me, it’s been Mecca.
MH: I guess winning there must be a big tick in
a big box? Allan McNish said: “You win Le Mans
and the phone doesn’t stop ringing.”
DB: Absolutely. I won three in a row, twice with
Aston Martin in the GT1 class and then once
overall with Peugeot. I had always wondered
what was it like to win overall because the feeling
when you’re a GT driver or a lower-category
winner is just amazing, it really is. I remember
thinking: ‘If it feels this good winning Le Mans
in a GT car, what’s it like if you win overall?’ The
following year I got to experience that.
The feeling was exactly the same. But what

did change was Monday, because all of a sudden
there’s all sorts going on. I’d already had a hell
of a lead up to Le Mans because I was racing in
America for Honda in their LMP1 programme.
Then I did three 30-hour tests between February
and June. I was knackered by the time I got
there. After Le Mans, I had a two-week break
before going back for another race in America.
I thought I would be able to relax. It didn’t
work out that way. We were shipped all over
France, going to factories and talking to Peugeot
employees about our great win.
MH: You’ve covered a lot of ground in every sense
in motorsport. What led to your comparatively
brief but eventful time in F1?

because what else could they do? Now, the
next generation is spoilt for choice; they can do
whatever they like – and they can do it online.
MH: The irony is that the television coverage
in the ’60s was almost nonexistent; you’d have
given anything to see a televised grand prix. Now
it’s wall-to-wall – and people are not inclined to
sit in front of the box for hours on end.
DB: Exactly. They can watch our races on TV, but
they’ll have a second screen, which is part of our
race team. They’ll be able to see what’s going on
and there will be a way for them to be involved
and vote on stu as we go along. We will be
sharing whatever we learn with people who are
part of our community.
MH: Fascinating. So has this nally pushed your
driving activity into the margins?
DB: As a driver, you’re cocooned in that world –
which you have to be – but you just don’t know
how the rest of the world operates. Everyone
who reaches the stage of moving from driver to
non-driver has said to me: “Don’t stop till you
absolutely have to, because it’s a nightmare on
the other side.” I can still drive fast and get the
job done but I’ve had to park my career for the
past two years to work on this project.
MH: The Le Mans connection is interesting
because your dad did a bit of that, didn’t he?
DB: Yeah, he did. With Matra, and in his earlier
days, with Stirling Moss in the Aston Martin.

1991 Enters World Sportscars with Jaguar,

switching to Toyota for 1992

1995 Races in the British Touring Car

Championship for BMW

1997 Returns to prototype sportscars in

American Le Mans Series for Panoz

2009 Claims outright Le Mans 24 Hours

victory with Peugeot, after back-to-back

GT1 class wins with Aston Martin

2010 Wins his second straight American

Le Mans Series championship in a

Patrón Highcroft Racing Acura

2014 Launches Project Brabham to establish

a crowdfunded sportscar team

2004 Founds the Brabham Performance Clinic,

which develops the UK Motor Sport

Association’s young driver development

and education programme

1994 Completes full season of F1 with Simtek;

his best finish is tenth at the Spanish GP

1990 Enters F1 driving a Brabham-Judd.

Qualifies for eight of 14 races entered;

sole finish is 15th at French GP

1989 British Formula 3 champion

1985 Makes car-racing debut in Ford Laser

one-make series in Australia

 Timeline
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David driving the underpowered Brabham BT59 at the 

Australian GP, the last race of 1990. He managed to qualify 

it just eight times out of 14 races that season

“In 1990, I was asked to do a grand 
prix in a Brabham. I just didn’t feel 
prepared. I wasn’t fit enough”
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DB: It wasn’t easy. You’ve got to remember 
that Brabham were quite an established team. 
Bernie Ecclestone’s people had been there for 
a while. When I arrived fresh from F3 I got the 
impression that half the people wanted me and 
the other half didn’t. They didn’t think I was 
experienced enough and I couldn’t argue against 
that – because I wasn’t. At the same time, I 
hadn’t realised that they didn’t have any money 
and that the car was late. I had to try to qualify 
with 30 cars going for 26 spots. I didn’t make all 
the races – it was as simple as that.

I remember qualifying something like a tenth 
behind Stefano: he’d be 25th on the grid; I 

DB: I got some interest because I’d done very 
well in F3. Middlebridge approached me about 
driving for them in F3000 for the 1990 season. 
I did a deal because they were buying Brabham 
at the same time and this looked like a great 
progression through F3000 and into F1. But 
then they cancelled the F3000 team and said 
they were concentrating on F1. The  rst race was 
in the USA in Phoenix and they were going there 
with Stefano Modena and Gregor Foitek. 

On the Monday or Tuesday before the race, 
they rang and asked if I wanted to come and 
do the grand prix in a Brabham. I just didn’t 
feel prepared. I wasn’t  t enough, had never 
driven the car and I felt I wasn’t going to do it 
justice. So I said no. But it didn’t deter them. 
They were obviously thinking that this guy has 
his head screwed on and, on top of that, they 
were obviously hoping the Brabham name would 
generate PR and bring some added sponsorship. 
In any case, I no longer had an F3000 seat. I had 
no option but to become an F1 driver.
MH: How di   cult was that? 

was 27th and out of the race. My idea of what 
Formula 1 would be like was shattered, because it 
wasn’t like that at all. You see it from a distance 
and assume everything’s rosy and wonderful. 
Then you get in there and  nd it’s anything but.
MH: You’d arrived at the wrong moment, I think, 
because the previous year’s Brabham had been 
pretty competitive at times.
DB: Exactly. The BT58 Martin Brundle drove 
was a great car. It just worked. I tested it and 
thought: ‘Wow, this is going to be great!’ Then we 
got the BT59 – and it was slower than the 58. But 
it wasn’t just that. I’d turn up at the workshop, 
thinking the truck would have left for the next 

David Brabham with Simtek team-mate Roland 

Ratzenberger and team principal Nick Wirth at 

the start of the 1994 San Marino GP weekend, 

at which Ratzenberger died during qualifying

“It was my first experience of losing 
a team-mate. You just don’t know 
what to do. You really don’t” 
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race and there’s the car still sitting there with no 
engine in it. The engine bill hadn’t been paid.
MH: It wasn’t doing much for your career, was 
it?
DB: No. I had won races and championships. 
I had been in situations where the whole team 
would get behind you; that was my environment. 
Then I went to Brabham and the reality hit 
home. No money; team politics; all of that. 
MH: Did your father have any say in all this?
DB: Even though I had my dad and his 
experience, he never really got involved. I think 
he just thought: ‘Walk away from this, it’s a 
nightmare.’ He could see what was going on but 
he was helpless to do anything.
MH: What happened next?
DB: I left. I did a bit of F3000 but, before 
that, I did the Jaguar XJR-15 race that Tom 
Walkinshaw was running at Monaco. Those cars 
looked pretty, but there was no downforce; they 
were a right handful. You’d be  at-out through 
the tunnel and the back end would be way out 
of line. This was someone else’s car, worth a 
quarter of a million quid, but you had to drive it 
like that. I quali  ed fourth and  nished second, 
right behind Derek Warwick, and they asked if 
I’d like to test the XJR-14 prototype sportscar.
MH: Designed by Ross Brawn. Now that was a 
proper race car.
DB: It was light years ahead of anything else. In 
fact, I was o  ered a race seat without the test. I 

did the remaining season after Le Mans, driving 
one car, which might have been Teo Fabi’s or 
Derek’s, and then getting out and  nishing in 
the other car. Tom didn’t want to pay for four 
drivers; he’d pay for three! 

It was my  rst proper experience with a 
professional out  t: good people, good money, 
great car – one that could win. When I  rst drove 
the XJR-14, it blew me away how quick it was. 
MH: You won races and it looked good, but then 
Jaguar pulled out. That must have been a blow?
DB: It was. I had an agreement to race again in 
’92, went on holiday and came back to  nd it was 
all over. It left me little time to  nd anything else. 
I ended up at Toyota due to tragic circumstances 
when one of their drivers was killed in Japan. I 
joined them from Le Mans onwards to do the full 
programme – which was great.

Saying that, ’92 was a di   cult year because I 
lost the hearing in my right ear and then lost my 
balance completely. I was supposed to be doing 
an F1 test for Footwork. The next day they rang 
and said: “Right. Three days in Imola. Let’s go.” 
I couldn’t walk. I couldn’t even lie down without 
the world spinning. I went to hospital and they 
said I had an ear infection that should be gone in 
about ten days. But it wasn’t. I didn’t tell anyone; 
you wouldn’t be able to get away with that now. 
But I wasn’t going to lose this opportunity with 
Footwork because I saw it as my last chance of 
getting back into F1. 

I ended up doing a test for them at Silverstone. 
I couldn’t even walk straight. And then, in the car 
with sti   suspension, everything was all over the 
place. I was actually really quick in the fast stu   
for some reason. But in the slow stu  , as soon as 
I hit the brakes, the apex was going up and down, 
up and down. I shouldn’t have been driving, but 
you do desperate things in desperate times. I 
managed to do enough to convince them that I 
should continue testing. My hearing came back 
about 20-30 per cent but my balance was never 
really back to normal until after 1994.
MH: Which was after your year in F1 with 
Simtek. That must have made a di   cult season 
even harder. How did that deal come about in 
the  rst place?
DB: I was working with a guy called Don 
Macpherson on sponsorship and stu   and that 
led to a connection with Nick Wirth. Nick’s team, 
Simtek, were looking for an experienced driver, 
someone with a name, big ambitions, not much 
money. It was the last throw at Formula 1, I 
guess. So you go for it, don’t you?  
MH: On the surface, it certainly appeared 
reasonable for a small team. And, to the layman, 
the car looked half-decent.
DB: It wasn’t bad, but it wasn’t fast. It was a 
pretty car but the team didn’t have the money or 
the resources to develop it. Nick and I were both 
28 at the time and wanted to make the whole 
thing work. But then we had Imola and losing 
my team-mate, Roland Ratzenberger; that was 
a di   cult period for us to get through.
MH: I’d say that’s an understatement. It must 
have been particularly di   cult for you at Imola 
because the accident happened during qualifying 
on the Saturday and you had to deal with the 
question of whether to race on Sunday in the 
sister car. On top of that, I’m guessing that this 
was the  rst time you’d been so close to a fatality.
DB: Absolutely. It was my  rst experience of 
losing a team-mate. You go through life thinking 
‘It ain’t going to happen.’ When it does, it shakes 
you for a while and then it’s back to normal soon 
afterwards. But on Saturday night at Imola, it 
was the sort of situation where you just don’t 
know what to do. You really don’t.
MH: You knew the nose had come o   Roland’s 
car and the wing had gone under the front 
wheels. That must be a driver’s worst nightmare.
DB: Yeah, especially at that point at Imola [the 
fastest part of the track, leading to Tosa]. It was 
the worst place for it to happen. So, yes, I knew 
what had happened. I didn’t make a decision 
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“At Imola, my mind was all over the 
place, but at the same time, it was: 
‘We’re going racing; that’s what we do’”

Drivers pay their respects to Ratzenberger and 

Senna at Monaco in 1994 (left); and Brabham 

bears the Austrian fl ag on his roll-hoop in tribute 

(below)

until race morning. I saw the modi  cations 
they’d done and spoke to the team and to Nick 
about it. I had to put an element of trust in them. 
If they’d done all that work and I’d said: “Forget 
it, I ain’t driving,” it would have been seen as
a way of saying they weren’t cutting it. 

If I think about my career, all the cars I’ve 
driven, and the way I’ve driven them, I’d never  
really given much thought to the danger element. 
I just got on and did it. At Imola, my mind was 
all over the place both before and during that 
race, but at the same time it was: ‘We’re going 
racing; that’s what we do.’ For me, it was just a 
case of ‘get on with it’. When we did the warm-
up, I could see it really lifted the team. That’s the 
reason I drove. It was for the team, not for me.
MH: You’ve made this very di   cult decision and 

then a really spooky weekend gets even worse 
during the race. When Ayrton Senna crashed, 
were you aware it was him?
DB: I thought it was a Tyrrell as I zoomed past. 
It was a quick corner and we were slowing down 
because there were yellow  ags, but there was 
a fair amount of dust. I didn’t know it was Ayrton
until we had stopped back on the grid.
MH: You must have been glad when that 
weekend was  nally over.
DB: It certainly raises questions about life, in 
a way. The thing about that entire weekend at 
Imola was that people had a strange feeling 
that they were tapping into before all the chaos 
happened. It wasn’t as if people thought that 
this was just a normal type of weekend with bad 
accidents happening. There was an energy about
the place that we’d never felt before; as if we 
were feeling it before it happened – if that 
makes any sense.
MH: Certainly, a bad feeling grew rapidly, 
starting with Rubens Barrichello having a 
massive shunt on the Friday and it seemed to 

ramp up from there. Perhaps it was noticeable 
because, normally, Imola was such a fantastic 
place to be – a weekend we all enjoyed.
DB: I had a steering failure during the race – so 
that didn’t help much, either. I was accelerating 
out of Rivazza, heading towards the quick 
chicane where Rubens went o  , I started to turn 
the wheel – and nothing. It was: ‘Holy shit! Hit 
the brakes!’ I slid into a row of tyres. I didn’t 
damage anything, but I was freaked out at that 
point. I put my hand up and said: “I’ve got to 
get out of this place.” I just wanted to go home. 
When I got back, I saw on Teletext that Ayrton 
had died. The world turned upside down. I didn’t 
know what to say. I didn’t know what to do.
MH: Monaco was next – a very subdued weekend 
– but I do remember seeing the drivers line up 
at the front of the grid to pay their respects to 
Roland and Ayrton. We saw the same thing – but 
done more elaborately – in Hungary in memory 
of Jules Bianchi. I was wondering how you feel, 
as a driver, having to go through that sort of 
thing minutes before a race?

DB: Some drivers were more a  ected than others 
after Imola. With some, it took a few races to be 
on the edge again. When you have any mental 
baggage of that sort, you can’t drive as quickly 
as normal. I think it’s a question that needs to 
be asked because one or two drivers in Hungary 
made mistakes that you wouldn’t normally 
expect. That’s where I think Michael Schumacher 
was very good because he just didn’t let those 
things a  ect him. He seemed quite matter of 
fact about it and didn’t allow himself to get too 
emotionally involved because he was doing what 
he wanted to do.
MH: I guess you’d say you’ve always managed 
to do what you wanted to do during a pretty 
colourful career?
DB: It’s certainly not been boring. I’m 50 this 
year. When you get older, you look at things a bit 
di  erently. You can’t change the past. You’ve got 
to take what you can out of it to become a better 
person in what you do tomorrow.
MH: Speaking of which, good luck with the next 
phase. And thank you.  
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Now that was a car
No. 43 The Cooper T51
Small and perfectly formed, this car began F1’s rear-engined revolution

Just as a horse pushing rather than pulling a cart would be a rare 
sight indeed, until the late 1950s precious few car designers felt that 
putting the engine at the rear was anything other than sub-optimal. 
Yes, the likes of Tazio Nuvolari had rampaged through Europe’s 
racetracks in twitchy rear-engined Auto Unions in the 1930s, but few 
engineers returned to the concept as racing began again after the war.

The revolution brewed in the lower formulae, where the cars were 
lighter and less pendulous and the races shorter. In 500cc Formula 3, 
which grew out of a thriving post-war scene for racing home-built 
cars with motorcycle engines, former race mechanic Charles Cooper 
and his son John turned a hobby into a growing business. Putting a 
motorcycle engine behind the driver was a matter of expedience – no 
need to add complexity by re-engineering the chain-drive 
transmission – and without a huge weight of fuel to lug around or a 
great deal of power to put down, the cars handled with a sweetness 
and predictability unlike the snappiness of those pre-war leviathans.

Stirling Moss and Bernie Ecclestone were early customers, and 
Moss even lodged an entry for a pre-championship grand prix in 
1949. By 1950 Cooper were offering a longer chassis to accommodate 
larger engines and, for reasons now lost, Moss’s F3 sparring partner 
Harry Schell somehow contrived to start the Monaco GP that year in 
a Cooper powered by an 1100cc V-twin JAP engine. 

The world championship’s step down to F2 cars in 1952 and 1953 
paved the way for more Coopers to participate in grands prix, but the 
marque still had little appetite for competing as a factory team in F1. 

That changed with the arrival of Jack Brabham in 1955. Charles 
Cooper, designer Owen Maddock and the mechanically astute 
Brabham formed a potent combination, honing Maddock’s new 
curved-tube spaceframe concept into a competitive Formula 2 car.

In 1957 Rob Walker Racing modified one of Cooper’s F2 chassis to 
accommodate a two-litre Climax engine, and Brabham entered the 
Monaco Grand Prix – finishing sixth, having pushed the car home 
after its fuel pump failed. Walker then entered Stirling Moss for the 
first race of the 1958 F1 season, in Buenos Aires, where he scraped to 
victory on disintegrating tyres by 2.7s from Ferrari’s Luigi Musso. It 
was the first world championship victory for a rear-engined car.

Maddock’s 1959 T51 set the wheels of rear-engined machinery in 
motion. Now with a Climax engine stretched to the full 2.5 litres 
allowed, the new Cooper made its rivals look like bloated dinosaurs. 
Only its Citröen-derived gearbox would let it down, meaning the title 
chase went down to the wire. Brabham and new team-mate Bruce 
McLaren took three wins between them and Moss nailed a further 
two in a Walker-run T51. Brabham won the title at the final round, 
pushing his out-of-fuel car across the line.

Enzo Ferrari sneered at these British 
garagistes and their dainty rear-
engined cars. But only one 
more grand prix would ever 
be won with a front-
mounted engine.  
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COOPER T51 TECH SPEC

Chassis Steel spaceframe with 

curved tubes

Suspension Double wishbones, transverse leaf   

spring (rear) and coil springs (front)  

with telescopic shock absorbers

Engine Climax in-line four 

Engine capacity 2,495cc

Power output 240bhp @ 6750rpm (est)

Gearbox 4-speed manual

Weight 475kg

Wheelbase 2311mm

Tyres Dunlop

Notable drivers Jack Brabham, Bruce McLaren, 

Stirling Moss, Maurice Trintignant
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FINISHING STRAIGHT

It was a weekend of contrasts. After a
lengthy summer break, F1 rolled into the lush
Ardennes forest to commence the second half
of the championship. Twinned with Monza, Spa
signals the end of the European season, before
the seven long-haul trips that nish the year.

While the paddock shared tales of their
holidays, it was the two Mercedes drivers
whose breaks had taken them in the most
divergent directions. Lewis Hamilton had been
photographed enjoying himself at a Caribbean
carnival, dancing and smoking cigars, while
meeting Hollywood stars at various celebrity
bashes Stateside. In contrast, Nico Rosberg had
remained at home with his pregnant wife, Vivian,
as they prepared for the birth of their rst child.

Clearly the summer break had no detrimental
e ect on performance, as Hamilton comfortably
won the Belgian GP, his sixth victory of the year,
to extend his world championship lead. Rosberg
recovered from a poor start (the rst without
any radio advice from engineers) to nish in his
team-mate’s wheel tracks, 2.058s behind.

On Friday afternoon, watching from the
outside of Pouhon, it was clear that Mercedes,

RACE DEBRIEF

Vettel’s explosion of emotion
The Ferrari racer fumes after a high-speed Pirelli puncture ruins his chances of a podium fi nish 

running with a new, distinctive, low-downforce 
bowed rear wing, were once again the class of the 

eld, with both drivers hugging the inside of the 
rst apex kerb with ease.

On an untypically hot and sunny afternoon at 
Spa, FP2 was suddenly brought to a halt with the 
appearance of a red ag. Nico Rosberg had spun 
violently while heading uphill at almost 200mph 
towards the awesomely quick Blanchimont 
corner. His Mercedes su  ered a right-rear 
puncture and thankfully he came to 
a halt before he hit the barriers.

Back in the pits, watching on a monitor while 
strapped into his McLaren, Jenson Button coolly 
remarked over his team radio “Very Mansell-
esque,” as he watched the replay show rubber  y 
up into the air in an explosion reminiscent of the 
title-deciding tyre failure from Adelaide 1986. 

After a full investigation, Pirelli revealed there 
were “no signs of a structural integrity issue” 
with Rosberg’s right-rear and that an “external 
cut” had been the root cause of the problem. 
What caused the cut was not known and despite 
Rosberg’s denials, the speculation was that he’d 
run wide and in  icted kerb damage. 

Fast-forward 48 hours and another right-rear 
failure was to cause even greater controversy. 
After qualifying eighth, Sebastian Vettel was on 
a damage-limitation exercise, driving a one-stop 
strategy – the only driver in the  eld to attempt 
such a feat – and after pitting to replace his softs 
on lap 14, he was planning to run to the  nish 
on medium tyres. On lap 42, running third, his 
race ended as his right-rear exploded heading 

by James Roberts

Vettel post-race: “What’s upsetting for one thing 

is the result. We deserved to finish on the podium”

Belgian Grand Prix
23.08.2015 / Spa-Francorchamps
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along the Kemmel Straight. Had it happened 200 
metres earlier, he would have been in the middle 
of Eau Rouge. Like Rosberg on Friday, he was 
lucky not to hit anything.

Vettel was fuming afterwards, launching a 
furious tirade to the TV cameras, and leaving 
Spa before ful  lling his commitments to the print 
media. Post-race, a packed Ferrari motorhome 
didn’t get the chance to hear his thoughts. This 
is what he said to the BBC: “I tell you what’s 
upsetting. What’s upsetting for one thing is the 
result. We deserved to  nish on the podium. The
other thing, like I said, if this happens earlier…

“But what’s the answer [from Pirelli]? Same as
every time: ‘Yeah, there was a cut, debris, maybe 
something was wrong with the bodywork, maybe
the driver went wide,’ …I didn’t go o   the track 
and out of the blue the tyre exploded.”

Pirelli’s Paul Hembery gave Vettel the bene  t 
of the doubt: “He’s angry that he didn’t get the 
result he wanted – he was only one lap away. 
But the race was pretty straightforward for 
everybody, apart from one car.”

Just before midnight Sunday, Pirelli put out 
a statement revealing they’d requested a rule 
change to cap the maximum number of laps that 
could be driven on one set of tyres. The proposal 
put forward a maximum distance equivalent to 
50 per cent of a race distance for a prime tyre 
(medium) and 30 per cent for the option (soft). 
That would have capped the medium compound 
to 22 laps at Spa. Vettel was attempting 29 laps.

The bene  ciary in all of this was Romain 
Grosjean, who took the  nal podium spot. An 
early contender for ‘best of the rest’ had been 
Sergio Pérez, who nearly snatched the lead from 
Hamilton on the opening lap. But he couldn’t 
maintain the pace and faded to  fth at the  ag. 
Williams’ Valtteri Bottas started third but was 
penalised after the team  tted three option tyres 
and one prime to his car, ending up ninth.

So Grosjean took third – his  rst podium since
the 2013 United States GP. Once again it was a 
weekend of contrasts for Lotus. On Thursday 
evening the team were visited by baili  s looking 
to impound their cars, due to a legal dispute with
former test driver Charles Pic. But the result 
brought redemption for Grosjean, who was 
banned after his  rst-lap shunt here in 2012. 

“It’s no secret that since that day I’ve been 
working with a psychologist specialising in 
sport,” said Grosjean. “I’m working to try to 
overcome problems, being a racing driver, a 
father, focusing on the right things. All these 
things help you to understand and to pull out 
some performances as we did today.”

A happy camp in one corner; fury in the other;
Spa never fails to deliver a weekend of mixed, 
highly-charged emotions.  

The
story
of the
race
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Williams are penalised

for accidentally fitting

one medium and

three soft tyres onto

Valtteri Bottas’s car

On lap 20 Ricciardo

comes to a halt and

the Virtual Safety Car

neutralises the race

From fourth, Sergio

Pérez blasts into

second, and challenges

leader Lewis Hamilton

into Les Combes

Pastor Maldonado is

an early retirement

after damaging his

clutch on the Eau

Rouge kerbs

When the race

resumes, Hamilton

leads from Rosberg,

Vettel, Grosjean,

Kvyat and Pérez

Two laps from the

end, Sebastian Vettel

suffers a right-rear

tyre puncture

Lewis Hamilton wins

the Belgian GP from

team-mate Rosberg

and Lotus driver

Romain Grosjean

The first start is 

aborted after Nico 

Hülkenberg reports a 

loss of power on his 

Force India 
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FINISHING STRAIGHT

THE RESULTS (43 LAPS)

CLIMATE TRACK TEMP

THE RACE

FASTEST PITSTOP

THROUGH SPEED TRAP (QUALIFYING)

Fastest: Nico

Rosberg, 197.09mph

1st Lewis Hamilton Mercedes 1h 23m 40.387s

2nd Nico Rosberg Mercedes +2.058s

3rd Romain Grosjean Lotus +37.988s

4th Daniil Kvyat Red Bull +45.692s

5th Sergio Pérez Force India +53.997s

6th Felipe Massa Williams +55.283s

7th Kimi Räikkönen Ferrari +55.703s

8th Max Verstappen Toro Rosso +56.076s

9th Valtteri Bottas Williams +61.040s

10th Marcus Ericsson Sauber +91.234s

11th Felipe Nasr Sauber +102.311s

12th Sebastian Vettel Ferrari +1 lap – tyre

13th Fernando Alonso McLaren +1 lap

14th Jenson Button McLaren +1 lap

15th Roberto Merhi Manor +1 lap

16th Will Stevens Manor +1 lap

Retirements

Carlos Sainz Toro Rosso 2 laps – power unit

Daniel Ricciardo Red Bull 19 laps – electrical

Pastor Maldonado Lotus 2 laps – transmission

Did not start

Nico Hülkenberg Force India 0 laps – power unit

Lewis Hamilton, 22.403secs (entry to exit)

Nico Rosberg, lap 34, 1min 52.416secs

FASTEST LAP

Slowest: Roberto

Merhi, 186.10mph
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Belgian Grand Prix stats

Soft

TYRE COMPOUNDS USED

Intermediate  Medium Wet 

For comprehensive

F1 statistics visit

www.forix.com

1st Mercedes 426pts

2nd Ferrari 242pts

3rd Williams 161pts

4th Red Bull 108pts

5th Lotus 50pts

6th Force India 49pts

7th Toro Rosso 35pts

8th Sauber 23pts

9th McLaren 17pts

10th  Manor 0pts

CONSTRUCTORS’ STANDINGS

1st Lewis Hamilton Mercedes 227pts

2nd Nico Rosberg Mercedes 199pts

3rd Sebastian Vettel Ferrari 160pts

4th Kimi Räikkönen Ferrari 82pts

5th Felipe Massa Williams 82pts

6th Valtteri Bottas Williams 79pts

7th Daniil Kvyat Red Bull 57pts

8th Daniel Ricciardo Red Bull 51pts

9th Romain Grosjean Lotus 38pts

10th Max Verstappen Toro Rosso 26pts

11th Sergio Pérez Force India 25pts

12th Nico Hülkenberg Force India 24pts

13th Felipe Nasr Sauber 16pts

14th Pastor Maldonado Lotus 12pts

15th Fernando Alonso McLaren 11pts

16th Carlos Sainz Toro Rosso 9pts

17th Marcus Ericsson Sauber 6pts

18th Jenson Button McLaren 6pts

19th Roberto Merhi Manor 0pts

20th Will Stevens Manor 0pts

21st Kevin Magnussen McLaren 0pts

DRIVERS’ STANDINGS

38°C 

The lowdown on everything you need to know from the weekend at Spa-Francorchamps...  

THE GRID

Sunny 24°C

2. ROSBERG

MERCEDES

1min 47.655secs Q3

6. MASSA

WILLIAMS

1min 48.685secs Q3

10. SAINZ

TORO ROSSO

1min 49.771secs Q3

14. NASR

SAUBER

1min 49.952secs Q2

15. STEVENS

MANOR

1min 52.948secs Q1

19. BUTTON***

MCLAREN

1min 50.978secs Q1

5. RICCIARDO

RED BULL

1min 48.639secs Q3

7. MALDONADO

LOTUS

1min 48.754secs Q3

3. BOTTAS

WILLIAMS

1min 48.537secs Q3

9. GROSJEAN*

LOTUS

1min 48.561secs Q3

16. RÄIKKÖNEN*

FERRARI

NO TIME IN Q2

11. HÜLKENBERG

FORCE INDIA

1min 49.121secs Q2

8. VETTEL

FERRARI

1min 48.825secs Q3

20. ALONSO****

MCLAREN

1min 51.420secs Q1

12. KVYAT

RED BULL

1min 49.228secs Q2

17. MERHI

MANOR

1min 53.099secs Q1

13. ERICSSON

SAUBER

1min 49.586secs Q2

1. HAMILTON

MERCEDES

1min 47.197secs Q3

4. PÉREZ

FORCE INDIA

1min 48.599secs Q3

18. VERSTAPPEN**

TORO ROSSO

NO TIME IN Q2

*Includes fi ve-place grid penalty for replacement gearbox **Includes ten-place 

grid penalty for use of a sixth power unit ***Includes two 25-place grid penalties 

for fi rst time ninth and eighth, and eighth and seventh, power unit elements 

are used ****Includes 30- and 25-place grid penalties for fi rst time eighth and 

seventh, and seventh and sixth, power unit elements are used
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 FINISHING STRAIGHT

Now in its eighth year, Formula 1’s original
night race has become a popular and well-
established xture on the calendar. It is, as the
saying goes, the Monaco of Asia – or, to put
it another way, something like what Monaco
would be, were it to be built from scratch today.

As a street circuit, Singapore poses a di erent
sort of test for the drivers. Mastering the Marina
Bay Street Circuit’s 23 corners and avoiding
the unforgiving walls that line almost the entire
track is a Monaco-like challenge, but with
the added di culty of the extreme heat and
humidity, as well as the glare from the arti cial
lights that illuminate the track. Singapore is in

a league of its own; precision and the ability to 
keep calm under heavy pressure are key here.

For Daniel Ricciardo, it’s kind of like a 
second home race, given Singapore’s close 
proximity to Perth, as well as the fact that so 
many Aussies make the trip across for the race. 
It’s also a race he and Red Bull Racing are 
targeting as one of the few chances they have 
in 2015 of shooting for victo ry. As a reasonably 
tight, medium speed circuit with a high 
downforce requirement, the Renault engine’s 
power de  cit will not be the debilitating factor 
it was last time out at Monza (in fact, taking 
the 10-grid place penalty at Monza for another 

A challenge in its own right, the Marina Bay Street Circuit piles

pressure on its competitors by having them race in artificial light

The Singapore GP preview 
Round 13 / 18-20 September 2015 / Marina Bay, Singapore

RACE NOTES: BRIGHT LIGHTS 
AND THE HEAT OF THE NIGHT
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engine change sees Ricciardo and team-mate 
Daniil Kvyat go to Singapore with relatively 
fresh powerplants). 

But to win here means entry to a fairly 
exclusive club, because the seven Singapore 
Grands Prix run so far have been won by only 
three drivers. Sebastian Vettel has a hat trick 
of victories, and Fernando Alonso and Lewis 
Hamilton each have a pair. And that trio have 
led 387 of the 424 racing laps in the seven 
previous races.

Predictably for such a tight street circuit, 
overtaking is tricky, and  ve of the races have 
been won from pole. P
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Circuit Name Marina Bay Street Circuit

First GP 2008

F1 races held 7

Circuit length 5.06km

Race distance 308.66km (61 laps)

Direction Anticlockwise

Winners from pole 5

Sector 3

   FINISHING STRAIGHT

PACE NOTES: THE KEYS TO SUCCESS

Winner Lewis Hamilton

Margin of victory 13.534s

Fastest lap 1m 50.417s, L Hamilton

Safety Cars 1

Race leaders 3

Pitstops 54

Overtakes 39

It’s a scorcher

High humidity in Singapore makes this a real

test for drivers and teams. However, the low-grip

surface means tyre degredation isn’t an issue.

Pity the fuel

The stop-start nature of the circuit means high

fuel consumption, an issue heightened by the race

usually running close to the two-hour time limit.

Get set to slow down

The Safety Car has been used in all seven races

here, so teams must base strategies around it

– and be prepared for their plans to be disrupted.

Key corner

Redevelopment of Singapore’s civic district means

Turns 10, 11, 12 and 13 have been tweaked this

year. That includes the widening of the Turn 13

hairpin, potentially creating more overtaking.
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SINGAPORE GP RACE DATA

WHAT HAPPENED IN LAST YEAR'S RACE…?

An electronics failure on Nico Rosberg’s Mercedes 

should have allowed Lewis Hamilton to cruise to 

victory, but a late Safety Car made things that 

little bit more diffi cult for him as he was forced 

to overtake Sebastian Vettel on track to take 

the honours. Vettel’s Red Bull team-mate Daniel 

Ricciardo edged Fernando Alonso for third.
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Circuit Name Suzuka

International Racing Course

First GP 1987

F1 races held 26

Circuit length 5.81km

Race distance 307.679km (53 laps)

Direction Clockwise

and anticlockwise

Winners from pole 12

The enthusiastic home fans will have high hopes of McLaren’s

engine partner Honda as F1 heads to the popular Suzuka circuit

The Japanese GP preview 

With its daunting gure-of-eight circuit, much loved
by drivers, and some of the most passionate fans of the
year packing the grandstands, the Japanese GP at Suzuka
is usually one of the most eagerly anticipated races of
the season. But this year’s event is likely to be a subdued
a air following Jules Bianchi’s death in July, a result of
the injuries he sustained in a crash at Suzuka last year.
This is a fast, owing circuit, which rewards cars with

strong, stable aerodynamics and good engine power.
With overtaking proving very di cult here, qualifying
and race strategy are the keys to success.
The focus of the home crowd this year will be rmly on

McLaren-Honda, and there will be plenty of pressure on
the returning Japanese engine manufacturer to pull out a
good result at the circuit they own.

PACE NOTES: THE KEYS TO SUCCESSRACE NOTES: THE PRESSURE IS
ON HONDA AT THEIR HOME RACE

Round 14 / 25-27 September 2015 / Suzuka, Japan

Winner Lewis Hamilton

Margin of victory 9.180 secs

Fastest lap 1m 51.600s, L Hamilton

Safety Cars 2

Race leaders 2

Pitstops 79

Overtakes 23

Lateral thinking

A string of fast, flowing corners and only short

straights puts tyres under constant and severe

lateral loads. Even after a recent track resurfacing,

this will still be a tough test for the rubber.

Soaring stress levels

This high-speed circuit also emphasises engine

power. Cars must be set up with high downforce

and stiff suspension to make them stable and

responsive in corners – especially the first sector.

Overtaking isn’t easy

The lack of straights and limited heavy braking,

means DRS is less effective here and overtaking

is tough. Qualifying and race strategy are key.

Key corner

T1 is a tricky right-hander, but as Lewis proved in

2014, overtaking is possible here if you’re brave.
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JAPANESE GP RACE DATA

WHAT HAPPENED IN LAST YEAR’S RACE…?

Honda are set to make their fi rst F1 

race appearance at Suzuka since 2008

The race was overshadowed by Jules Bianchi’s 

tragic accident on lap 42. The Marussia racer went 

off the road in heavy rain, striking a crane recovering 

Adrian Sutil’s car. Bianchi was severely injured, and 

died from his injuries in July this year. Lewis Hamilton 

won a subdued race, having passed team-mate Nico 

Rosberg around the outside of Turn 1.
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I need no reminding of this for, as a child, I
used to accompany my parents to the notoriously
demanding TT motorcycle races on the Isle of
Man, where I regarded the stars who stayed with
us at the Castle Mona Hotel as my uncles.

It was not unknown for one of them to come
down to breakfast in his leathers, and then fail to
return from that day’s racing. More than 200
riders have lost their lives at the TT since it
began 108 years ago and, according to my
research, at least 50 drivers have perished in
Formula 1 since the world championship began

competitive achievers who believe that they are 
the best and who devote themselves to doing 
whatever it takes to prove it, regardless of the 
potential consequences. The charge they get 
from striving to win, coupled with the 
satisfaction of getting the best out of the 
machinery and beating their rivals is addictive.

Yes, if they reach the top the money is 
massive, but that isn’t why they started out. It 
was the desire to compete, to win and to be the 
best. None of them do so in the belief that they 
will die in the process, although all must accept 
that it is a possibility. But that is something that 
happens to other people, not to you, isn’t it? The 
lure of success is greater than the fear of death.

Motorsport in general, and F1 in particular, is 
infinitely safer than it used to be. Gone are the 
days of flimsy deathtraps of cars and drivers who 
didn’t wear fireproof clothing, helmets, safety 
belts or HANS devices. Gone are inadequate 
medical facilities and circuits with no run-off 
areas or barriers. In the old days, when the 
attitude was ‘the throttle works both ways and if 
you can’t take the heat keep out of the kitchen’, 
it was Jackie Stewart who fought for increased 
safety in F1 and was vilified for his efforts. 

Over the years, the FIA, pushed by Bernie 
Ecclestone, Max Mosley and the late Professor 
Sid Watkins, generated safety changes that have 
improved things beyond recognition. But even 
so, with determined men fighting for supremacy, 
wheel-to-wheel in 200mph projectiles, there will 
be times when something goes wrong and when 
all the precautions in the world are not enough. 

The wisdom of hindsight screams out that the 
recovery vehicle Bianchi collided with at Suzuka 
should never have been there, so thank heavens 
that possibility has been reduced thanks to the 
introduction of the Virtual Safety Car.

There are those who say that motor racing 
should be stopped because it is dangerous. To 
them I say that the time when we cease to do 
things because they are dangerous is the time 
for us all to give up. Would they stop people 
climbing mountains? Cycling? Fishing? Crossing
the road? Motorsport will always be dangerous
so, with Jules and all his predecessors who paid
the ultimate price in mind, let us continue to 
strive to make it ever safer, with the knowledge
and acceptance that it can never be totally so.  

at Silverstone in 1950. Over the course of his 
racing career, Sir Jackie Stewart lost many of his 
racing friends and colleagues, including two of 
the greatest world champions, Jim Clark and 
Jochen Rindt, and Stewart’s Tyrrell team-mate, 
the charismatic Frenchman François Cevert.

How can anyone cope with that? Why do they 
so enthusiastically compete in a sport that can 
have such severe consequences? Why do they 
even return after suffering serious injuries? The 
simple answer is that they are a very special 
breed, quite unlike the rest of us. They are ultra-

“With Jules and all his predecessors who paid the ultimate price in 
mind, let us continue to strive to make motorsport ever safer”

“Jules Bianchi’s death 
is a tragic reminder 
that motorsport is 
dangerous. Always has 
been; always will be.”

UNLESS I’M VE CH MISTAKEN…

MURRAY WALKER

CHEQUERED FLAG
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The defi nitive story 
of one of the oldest 

grands prix in the 
world. The stars 

and cars that 
have shaped the 
Australian Grand 

Prix over 
80 years.

Special Limited 
Edition. Over 

500 pages

The offi cial 
history of the 

Australian 
Grand Prix

$A99*
Only
*Price includes postage and handling within Australia




